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The party on the way to the party — the ‘Rage Bus’ and Kingman’s.
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Less thinking,
more recycling?
A ‘blackout’
to remember

Sergio Afonso
• For The Maine Campus
Above: Olivia Teer (left)
helps fallen friend Matthew
Sevey after taking a fall on
the roller rink.
Right: Students enjoyed
dancing, skating and a movie
as part of Blackout in the
Memorial Union on Saturday
night, co-sponsored by Wilde
Stein and Campus Activities
and Student Engagement.
A dance floor was created
and a guest DJ brought in to
complete the evening.

Zero-sort may lower campus waste
By Rachel Curit

For The Maine Campus
Students will no longer need
to puzzle over the bottoms of
their drink bottles in the middle
of the Memorial Union’s dining
room, wracking their brains to
remember which plastics can
be recycled before throwing
them away.
The University of Maine
made the switch to singlestream recycling on Aug. 29.
Single-stream recycling is a
system that allows recyclable
materials, such as paper and
cans, to be thrown into the
same bin.
Also called “zero-sort recycling,” single-stream recycling
should make recycling easier
both for out-of-state students
unfamiliar with the state’s recycling rules and for Mainers who
forgot the system’s intricacies.
All the university’s waste
will be sent to a consolidation
point in Hampden and will then
be transported to Casella Waste
Management Co.’s Zero-Sort
Recycling facility in Massachusetts. Casella was chosen in
July to process the waste.
According to Casella, this
not only makes recycling easier
but should increase how much
people on campus recycle.
This means UMaine will no
longer need a sorting facility on
campus. On Oct. 29, The Depot
at Facilities Management on

Rangeley Road will close. Students will have to go off-campus to redeem their bottles and
cans.
Fortunately for students,
most forbidden items aren’t
commonly found in a residence
hall. The types of materials that
will be accepted into the zerosort bins will be all plastics that
are numbered 1-7, window envelopes, bottles or jugs used to
package food, beverage bottles,
beauty and cleaning product
packages, dairy tubs, plastic
flower pots and 5-gallon pails.
However, plastic envelopes,
shopping bags, bubble wrap,
Styrofoam, glass windowpanes,
mirrors, light bulbs, dishes,
drink glasses, Pyrex and ceramics, and anything with stuck-on
food will not be allowed.
Lori Lommler, the university’s sustainability coordinator,
said that new recycling bins
will start to show up throughout the campus within the next
few weeks. All recyclables will
go into blue bins just as they always did and gray bins will still
be used for trash.
Since switching to Casella’s
Zero-Sort Recycling, Holden
has increased its household recycling volume from 13 percent
to 37 percent.
Other success stories include the EarthFest concert in
Boston, held on May 21 and
See Recycling on A4

Young Americans, grads Student default rate rises
Two-thirds of college
face rising poverty levels students
nationwide must

ing in poverty, which is 12.5 percent of the state’s
population, according to figures released by the census bureau. Although numbers in Maine are markIn what’s being billed by economists as a trou- edly lower than those of the country as a whole, and
bling indication of the persistent toll the financial even many other states, Tuesday’s figures show an
crisis and the recession have taken on the country, increase from a poverty rate of 11.4 percent in 2009.
The bureau’s findings were far worse than exthe U.S. Census Bureau reported last Tuesday that
another 2.6 million Americans slipped below the fed- pected. Both local and national economists attribute
the increases to a low rate of job growth mixed with
eral poverty level in 2010.
Similarly, Maine’s poverty rate increased, though high unemployment, stagnating wages and a rise in
the cost of health insurance, among other things.
the numbers are far less grim.
“With unemployment at 9.6 perThe sharpest drop in incent nationally and 7.7 percent in
come — and the hardest hit
Maine, it is not surprising that more
— by the faltering economy
people have fallen below the povis seen by young working
erty level and that family incomes
Americans ages 15-24, who
are hardly growing,” said Christoexperienced a decline of 9
The sharpest drop in
pher St. John, executive director
percent from 2009 in their meincome — and the
of the Maine Center for Economic
dian income.
hardest hit — by the
Policy.
Moreover, the bureau reIn 2010, the federal poverty levported that more of those aged
faltering economy is
el for a family of four was $22,314.
25-34 had been forced to not
only suspend job searches seen by young working Overall, the median household income in the United States, adjusted
throughout 2010, but also take
Americans ages
for inflation, declined by 2.3 perup housing with family and
15-24, who expericent in 2010 from the previous year
friends as a result of unemto $49,445, 7 percent less than the
enced a decline of
ployment or economic hardpeak of $53,252 in 1999. Median
ship.
9 percent from
household income in Maine stayed
On the other hand, accord2009 in their
largely the same at $48,032 but was
ing to the U.S. Department of
still below the national average.
Labor, unemployment among
median income.
Particularly, half of those withcollege graduates continues to
out college degrees aged 25-34
remain low — only 4.3 perwere living below the poverty line.
cent. The number stands in
The bureau reported those with
sharp contrast to the national
bachelor’s degrees earn, on averrate of 9.1 percent.
age, 54 percent more than those
After releasing its figures
for 2010, the bureau showed that 46.2 million Amer- with only a high school diploma.
But as unemployment remains high and with
icans live in poverty, which is 15.1 percent of the
population. Perhaps what is most telling, economists four job-seekers for every one opening, even college
say, is the fact that those numbers are the highest they graduates could face an uphill battle in attaining emhave been in the 52 years the bureau has been pub- ployment, according to a recent press release by the
Labor Department.
lishing figures on poverty.
Maine, by comparison, has 161,000 people livSee Poverty on A4

By Jamison Cocklin
Asst. News Editor

borrow money in order to
pay for school
By Beth Kevit
News Editor

Even though the federal student loan default rate has doubled
over the past six years, the head of
the University of Maine’s Office
of Student Financial Aid says students here aren’t taking the dangers of borrowing to heart.
For the 2003 fiscal year, the
national rate for students who defaulted on federal student loans
was 4.5 percent, meaning students
whose first loan payments came
due in 2003 were not making
those payments by 2005.
The group of students whose
first payments were due in 2009
— the most recent group that can
be measured — is defaulting on
its loans at a rate of 8.8 percent.
Peggy Crawford, director of
financial aid at UMaine, said she
has not heard students say they
are anxious about paying back
student loans.
“I think they’re living for
the moment,” Crawford said.
“It’s a case of ‘I don’t have any
choice.’”
Students at UMaine should
be worried — but in Black Bear
country, the problem is only half
as drastic as the American average.
Here, 4.4 percent of loans due
in 2009 were in default as of June
30. That makes for 97 out of 2,196

loans, calculated as one number
for both federal and private loans.
Default rates are calculated
two years after loan payments are
due from students that have either
graduated or are no longer enrolled in classes. Federal student
loans include subsidized and unsubsidized loans.
“We haven’t seen a giant spike
in a very long time,” said Rich
Williams, higher education advocate for U.S. Public Interest Research Groups, a nonprofit, nonpartisan student advocacy group.
And, Williams pointed out, that
rate doesn’t include private loans
or on credit card bills that students
default on or student loans that enter default after the first two years
of repayment.
“This only tracks students
[who have entered repayment]
in the past two years and then
how many of those students are
defaulting,” Williams said. “The
normal repayment period of a student loan is anywhere between 10
to 20 years.”
He add that when people “dig
a little bit deeper and imagine how
many students are defaulting past
that, it’s probably much higher
than [an 8.8 percent default rate],
so it’s a real problem.”
By 2010, Americans owed
$827 billion on credit cards and
$830 billion on federal and private student loans. This year,

Raft trips aimed at upping
group unity

Prevention, intervention,
Bug blues & loan groans
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improves to 2 -1
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reports are circulating that both
credit card and student loan debt
will pass the $1 trillion mark.
Of the 5,424 respondents to
a survey on the website for The
Project on Student Debt, 38.18
percent said they took out only
federal loans to pay for school,
and 55.01 percent said they took
out a mixture of federal and private loans.
Approximately 3 percent of
respondents either only took out
private loans or were not sure if
their student loans were federal or
private.
According to those numbers,
93.19 percent of students who
took out loans to pay for college
hold at least one federal loan.
Crawford said students often
take out enough loan money to
feel secure that they can pay rent
and other expenses on top of their
tuition and fees but aren’t thinking about the long-term insecurity
they create for themselves.
“Education loans are the only
ones you don’t need to show income in order to get,” Crawford
said. “The federal government has
given us the ability to deny loans,
but we rarely do.”
Since the point of the loan is
to pay for training that will hopefully have a large financial return,
the hope is high that students will
See Default on A4
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UMaine gets
$80K to address
national nurse
shortage
many members of the nursing
community concerned about
health care for future generaThe University of Maine tions. The trend has created
School of Nursing welcomed a problem for future generaa new Nurse Educator Certifi- tions, according to Fishwick.
“There is a lot of national
cate Program to its curriculum
this fall to address concerns attention on the fact that we
over a predicted national nurse have an aging population. Every day 10,000 people, mainly
shortage.
The certification earned in baby boomers, are turning 65.
this program allows students That is impressive,” Fishwick
who don’t want to pursue a said. “There is this aging comaster’s degree the chance to hort that are going to be livprepare themselves to effec- ing longer and are going to
tively teach incoming nurses need more nurses as opposed
in classroom and clinical set- to less.”
Along with 10,000 new
tings.
“What we have done is tak- baby boomers each day, the
en three courses from the grad- Patient Protection and Afforduate program and pulled them able Care Act passed in 2010
out, creating a certificate pro- will provide 32 million more
gram,” said Nancy Fishwick, Americans with health care,
director of the nursing school. drastically increasing the pool
of individuals in
“This way, a
need of health
nurse could come
care.
in with a bacca“There is a big
According to
laureate degree,
the
American Asand if they didn’t
gap in the
sociation of Colwant to go for a
number of
leges of Nursmaster’s degree
ing, 283,000 jobs
at that point, they
practicing
were added to the
can take these
three courses and nurses out there, health care sector
have a certificate combined with an in 2010. It is one
of the few secfrom the University of Maine as a aging population.” tors that showed
continued growth
nurse educator.”
The UniverNancy Fishwick in an otherwise
sity of Maine
Director slow economy.
As the populaSchool of NursUMaine School of
tion
of people in
ing received an
Nursing
need of nurses
$80,000
grant
and health care
from the Maine
provided
by
Department
of
nurses increases
Labor
Health
Care Sector, which jump- every day, the incoming nursstarted the new program by ing population is not growing
encouraging students to join to meet the need.
The AACN reported that
by lowering expenses for the
U.S. nursing schools declined
first 10 nurses to enroll.
The grant will be dispersed 67,563 qualified applicants
amongst students to cover from baccalaureate and gradutheir tuition, mileage reim- ate nursing schools in 2010.
Reasons for this included
bursement and other associthe lack of faculty members,
ated costs.
“It is a one-time sum of clinical sites, classroom space
money […] that came into and budget constraints. Twoeach state from the affordable thirds of involved schools that
care act,” Fishwick said. “The responded to a survey by the
money came through the labor AACN listed faculty shortages
department in different states, as a reason for not accepting
and it was designated to pre- all qualified applicants into
pare people who are not cur- their programs.
“There is a big gap in the
rently employed or maintain
unreliable employment with number of practicing nurses
education and skills they need out there combined with an
to be employed in some kind aging population,” Fishwick
said. “[This is a] population
of field.”
The initiative is aimed that has more chronic health
at increasing the number of problems, so the demand for
clinical nursing instructors nurses is going to go up. To
for qualified nursing students produce more nurses we need
and to decrease the amount of more faculty, and the same
students on waiting lists in Pe- phenomenon facing nurses
nobscot, Piscataquis and Han- faces nurse faculty nationwide.”
cock counties.
The average nurse is 47
The ten selected students
were recruited from local hos- years old, according to the
pitals. Fishwick said that the AACN. One-third of the nursuniversity did not know it was ing population is older than
receiving the money until last 50.
“There is concern that both
minute this summer, and this
required the school to scram- nurses at the bedside and nurse
ble to recruit 10 students for faculty are all going to retire
in the next five to 10 years,”
the program.
By passing word along to Fishwick said. “There is going
local hospitals, the school was to be a big exodus, and there
able to line up enough students are not enough people coming
along to fill our spots.”
in a short period of time.
Fishwick concluded that
The students had to sign
paperwork
acknowledging the Nurse Educator Certificate
their commitment to finish Program is one way to address
the program and provide some the issue. The hope is that by
type of nurse education in the making it easier for a nursing
future in return for the grant student to obtain the training
needed to teach new nurses,
money.
“Applications have gone they will be more likely to do
up recently” for undergradu- it. If there are more instructors
ate nursing degrees, Fishwick available, fewer prospective
said. “But the ability to ab- students will be forced to sit
sorb more students has not in- on a waiting list.
“It’s a projected need for
creased.”
Fishwick added that the more professional and qualinursing school has graduated fied nurses in anticipation of
approximately 70 to 80 stu- the aging population and their
dents a year since her arrival needs,” Fishwick said. “It
took a little while to put two
three years ago.
This increase in nursing and two together and realize
school applicants being turned that programs were going to
away due to a lack of room is be losing nursing faculty at the
a problem nationwide that has same pace.”

By Matthew Soucy
Staff Reporter

Haley Richardson • For The Maine Campus

A window sign advertises The Store Ampersand as patrons sit outside Harvest Moon Deli on Mill Street in Orono Saturday morning.
Orono businesses are seeking to attract more UMaine students to local shops and restaurants.

Orono putting best face forward
Businesses pledge updated storefronts to attract more students downtown
By Chris Chase
Staff Reporter

In an effort to change what
has been admittedly an uneasy
relationship between downtown
Orono and students at the University of Maine, community
business leaders have pledged
$200,000 to overhaul storefronts
and make the area more appealing to students.
Members of the Orono Village Association, a group of
businesses based in Orono’s
downtown area led by Fiberphilia owner Michele Goldman,
have pledged to individually remodel their storefronts.
More than a dozen shops, restaurants and even homeowners
have signed commitments to upgrade their buildings. Improvements include everything from
a new metal roof at Woodman’s
Bar and Grill to a fresh coat of
paint at Margaritas. Commitments range from $1,500 to
$50,000.
“It’s in the university’s interest to have a competitive downtown,” said Abe Furth, co-owner
of both Woodman’s and Verve.

Prospective students who
see a welcoming neighborhood instead of closed-up,
abandoned buildings are more
likely to react positively, he
added.
Other businesses that will
make improvements include
Rose’s Bike Shop, Pat’s Pizza
and Park’s Hardware. Renovations are expected to begin
during the summer 2012 and
last through that fall.
The university and downtown Orono also plan to join
forces for future events to
help bring students to the
town, with the possibility of
an Oktoberfest-like event and
winter carnivals.
Furth, a UMaine graduate,
said he has spent countless
hours improving his businesses and agrees the downtown
business district plays an important role in helping the
relationship between the university and the Orono community.
Furth said before he purchased Verve that the building
his business now occupies had
been a run-down eyesore on

Mill Street. After working to
make major improvements on
the structure, the new restaurant came to be a student favorite. In July, Furth pledged
$50,000 to improve the façade
of Woodman’s Bar and Grill.
This year UMaine also
promoted the Orono Village
Festival, which featured both
local vendors and studentrun tables, where information
on local businesses, coupon
books and an array of discounts were advertised to students.
What’s
more,
during
UMaine’s Welcome Weekend,
the village association adopted
the tag line “UMaine’s Downtown” before students arrived
for classes. As part of that effort, students were given free
shuttle rides downtown with
the opportunity to enter into
a raffle at Rose’s Bike Shop.
Those who received 20 or
more stamps for visiting the
downtown area by shuttle bus
had the opportunity to win a
bicycle or an iPad.
Laurie Merrill, general
manager of the Harvest Moon

Deli, feels that both the university and the village association have made great strides
in getting more students especially freshmen interested in
Orono’s downtown. She has
noticed an increase in business
during lunch hours, which she
feels is, in part, a result of increased marketing efforts.
Since 2010, UMaine’s
Margaret Chase Smith Policy
Center has assisted the Orono
Village Association with marketing campaigns that are
geared toward the student demographic.
The Policy Center found
that 20 percent of the downtown’s business came from
UMaine students and another
14 percent came from university employees and operations.
Orono’s restaurants alone rely
on UMaine students and staff
for 47 percent of their business.
“I’ve always had a great
relationship with the university. I’m in Orono because of
the university,” Furth said.
“Without the university, Orono
wouldn’t be Orono.”

Correction...
A caption on page A4 in the Sept. 15 edition said the
Campus Crest Communities Inc. Grove housing
complex pictured was in Flintsville, Texas. The comp
lex is in Huntsville, Texas.
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Bridging
rifts on
river
rafts

Capture the Blue Donkey, a
favorite for rafting trips with
sports teams, is basically CapTHE FORKS — Smiling ture the Flag, except bases
at the confidently relaxed at- are traded for boats and banners for a large inflatable
titudes of Delta Rho Epsilon
burro.
sorority sisters as they
Even though
floated on the Ken- “When you go
the
organization
nebec River, whitethrough an
is known priwater guide Steph
marily for offadventure
Bethel decided to up
the ante.
together, you have campus events,
“I want to challenge a shared common Lifelines staff
can be found
all of you to paddle
experience.”
leading exercisthrough the next rapid
es
closer to home
blindfolded,” she said.
with
the same
Dan
Blanton
To some, this might
Third-year flair for excitesound like a late-night
sustainable ment. Blanton is
bet formed after a few
agriculture particularly fond
beers.
student of a game called
To the folks at LifeBloodball, the rules
lines, however, this is a
of which are to push
team building exercise.
a human-sized kickFormed at the Uniball
into an endzone.
versity of Maine in 1998,
“Other than that, you
Lifelines is an offshoot of the
can tackle and clothesline
nationwide Campus Crusade
people — it’s great,” he
for Christ that seeks to help
said.
students grow in three areas:
Bethel said the scene at
personality, interpersonal relathe start of last Saturday’s
tionships and spirituality.
rafting trip was typical for
In order to accomplish that
a Lifelines adventure: paraim, Lifelines offers traditicipants scattered around
tional team-building exercisa pile of gear, whispering
es combined with adventure
nervously about what the
sports like whitewater rafting
day had in store.
and rock climbing.
As formal introduc“When you go through an
tions went around the ciradventure together, you have
cle, one of the sisters exa shared common experience
pressed her fear of being
which helps build relationtossed from the raft in the
ships,” said Dan Blanton, a
middle of the rapids.
third-year sustainable agriculTo hear Bethel describe
ture student who guides rafting
the
nature of the Kenand hiking trips for Lifelines.
The setting of an outdoor nebec River, it may seem as
adventure certainly adds an in- though the sisters’ fears were
teresting flavor to team build- unfounded.
“I still think I could train a
ing exercises. For example,

By Rob Stigile
Features Editor

monkey to get down the Ken- her crew until the spray disnebec,” she said on the
sipated, revealing the
early morning drive
correct number
to The Forks. “The
of people, sopriver runs down in
The relaxed way ping wet and
a gorge, so it’s kind
knocked to the
of like being in a Lifelines handles floor but still
bathtub. The water
quickly padits religious
sloshes up the sides
dling.
mission is far
and creates a lot of
Roughly
waves, but it’s rea
half-hour
removed from
ally just a lot of up
later, standing
the messages
and over.”
beside a small
commonly
Then again, with
but powerful
a majority of firstwaterfall, the
encountered
time rafters who did
discussion was
by students
not have the benefit
steered toward
of discussing the trip
on campus those things the
at length with the guide
group had found
staff beforehand and an
risky beforehand,
overarching theme of bewhich is where the
coming comfortable with
real work for Lifelines
risk taking, it’s little wonder
begins.
that the roar of the unseen river
Before, things like hostcaused concern during a safety
ing an event that proves
discussion explaining how to
to be a flop or trusting a
not drown if tossed overboard.
group of near strangers
The source of that roar becaused fear and anxiety.
came apparent early on, as
When juxtaposed with the
the section of rapids on the
waves that had threatened
Kennebec River come soon
to pull the sisters from the
after leaving the shore. Even
relative safety of the boats
though Bethel’s description of
and into the churning curthe river makes it sound like
rent, however, those things
rainwater flowing into a storm
suddenly seemed much
drain, it’s hard not to scream
easier to tackle.
when popping over the top of
While the team-builda wave, only to plunge into a
ing activities seemed suchole with a wall of water on
cessful, it was difficult
the other side that threatens
to figure out where the
to unleash its full fury on the
Christian faith fit into the
flimsy rubber raft.
picture. After all, the staff
At one point, as the raft
raised the topic of religious
ascended the face of a wave
belief only briefly during
taller than most people, a
the trip, and the evaluation
spray of foam swallowed the
concluding the day merely
entire front of the boat. Later asked if anyone might be inin the day, Bethel said she terested in speaking with Lifethought she had lost half of lines about personal faith.
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Lifelines
trips aim
to build
unity

This understatement of the does anger me,” he said, deChristian message, the guides scribing his view of Christirevealed on the ride back to anity as one of universal love
Orono, is an intentional meth- for others. “How is that loving
od the group uses to foster people?”
trust on trips they lead.
It would be hard to totally
“Our goal isn’t to surignore the religious
prise anyone — you
message; after all,
know, bait them out
the process of
with rafting or whatbuilding rela“Our goal isn’t
ever,” Bethel said.
tionships in orto surprise
“Christianity
is
der to gain trust
anyone — you
relationship-based,”
before
pitchBlanton added, saying a new idea
know, bait
ing that the hope is to
is straight out
them out with
foster a sense of trust
of Advertising
rafting or
with group mem101.
whatever.”
bers and then offer
“When
we
a message instead of
build relationSteph Bethel
forcing their views on
ships with people
Lifelines guide
strangers.
and they can see
The relaxed way Lifewhat we stand for,
lines handles its religious
even if they don’t
mission is far removed
agree with it, they
from the messages comwill usually say, ‘Well,
monly encountered by college
I can respect that,’” Blanstudents around campus in
ton said.
the form of fire and brimstone
Religion aside, it would
preachers who carry posters of
be hard to argue with the
aborted fetuses and deliver the
team building aspect of the
ultimatum of repent or suffer
Lifelines program. Toward
in Hell.
the end of Saturday’s trip,
Come to find out, the staff is
those same sisters so nernone too impressed with what
vous before shoving off
Bethel refers to as the “Mall
had piled into the water to
Screamers.”
float as a group for the last
“If you start out by alienatfew miles of ripples.
ing someone by telling them
Discussing the trip on
how wrong they are — that’s
the ride home, Strickfaden
not a good place to start,” said
mentioned how the memRebecca Strickfaden, a secondber who was terrified of beyear Lifelines intern. “When
ing swept from the boat had
we tell people we are a Chrisended the day by riding like
tian group on campus, it’s hard
a hood ornament through
to be equated with that.”
the last stretches of rapids,
Blanton took a slightly
feet dangling in front of the
more aggressive stance on the boat.
subject.
“Yeah, that’s usually how it
“I’m not going to lie — it happens,” Bethel said.

Lifelines, a Christian student organization at the University of Maine, guided sisters of Delta Rho Epsilon on a Saturday rafting trip on the Kennebec River in Somerset County.

Rob Stigile • Features Editor
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Default
from A1

be successful enough to pay back
their loans. However, loans for
school are often a student’s first
foray into borrowing money, and
first-time mistakes can have rippling consequences.
“I think a lot of times what’s
happening is students don’t know
who to contact,” said Connie
Smith, associate director of financial aid at UMaine. “They were
just scared and they didn’t know
what to do.”
According to the National
Association of Colleges and Employers’ Job Outlook Report Fall
Preview survey for 2011, released
in November 2010, only 16.9 percent of employers who responded
to the survey expected to hire
more employees for the 2009-10
recruiting year. That expectation
rose to 47.7 percent of employers
for the 2010-11 recruiting year.
However, with the national
unemployment rate at 9.9 percent
and Maine’s rate at 7.6 percent in
August, expectations for increased
hiring may not be enough to accommodate the flood of former
students who need to repay their
loans.
The U.S. Department of Labor’s Bureau of Labor Statistics
released its consumer price index
summary for August on Sept. 15.
The summary reported that prices
nationwide for all urban customers increased by 0.4 percent.
Prices for food increased 0.5

percent, which the bureau reports
“I am more worried about how
was “the largest increase since long I will be having to pay them
March.”
back because as I go forward in
Over the past year, prices for life, I know there will be other
all items, including food and en- loans,” she wrote, citing foreseen
ergy, have increased 3.8 percent, mortgages and car payments. “It
according to the bureau. With adds an extra burden to finances
unemployment remaining high, making sure you can cover all of
any income for newly employed those on top of student loans from
students may more likely be used college.”
for rent or grocery bills than for
Williams said that extra burstudent loan payden can do more than
ments.
increase a former
“If I didn’t have student’s debt level.
Julianna Alex,
an Old Town na“Students
who
a job, I would be
tive,
graduated
have high debt levels
more worried
from the Univerhave serious finanabout the loans cial barriers,” Wilsity of Massachusetts at Amherst and how I would liams said. “Default
in May with a
has even steeper conbachelor’s degree get the money to sequences.”
in sport manageWilliams said forpay them back.”
ment.
profit colleges, such
Alex interned
as the University of
Julianna Alex Phoenix and ITT
with
UMaine
Recent graduate Technical Institute,
Athletics before
employed by UMaine contribute disproporgraduating and
was offered a job
tionately to student
there when a posiloan default rates.
tion opened up. She took out fed“They educate about 13 pereral student loans to pay for her cent of all students in America,
degree and is glad to be employed but they suck in 25 percent of all
so soon after graduation.
federal financial aid and are re“If I didn’t have a job, I would sponsible for about half of every
be more worried about the loans student who defaults in the federand how I would get the money al student loan program,” he said.
to pay them back,” Alex wrote “That’s huge.”
in an email. “Even with this job,
Part of the reason for-profit
I am still worried because it isn’t a colleges contribute so much to
long-term job at the moment.”
student loan default rates, WilAlex’s job with UMaine Ath- liams said, is their business modletics as assistant to the director of el.
marketing is slated to end with the
“They’re effectively busischool year in May.
nesses that offer educational pro-

Poverty

Christopher St. John
Executive Director
Maine Center for Economic Policy
his efforts to get a $447 billion
jobs bill passed, and some lawmakers have called for comprehensive tax reform, among other
fixes being floated in Washington.
In the meantime, the plights
of states across the U.S., including Maine, will appear to remain
bleak, as federal stimulus money
dries up and local and state gov-

Police
Beat
The best from Orono, Old
Town and UMaine’s finest

By Beth Kevit
News Editor

DTAV dispute
University of Maine Police Department officers responded to a report of an
assault in Smith House of
Doris Twitchell Allen Village at 3:26 a.m. Sept. 15.
Henry Simpkins, 27, was arrested for domestic violence
assault and taken to Penobscot County Jail in Bangor
for striking an ex-girlfriend,
who is not a UMaine student.
Paneful pricetag
UMPD received a report of
a broken window in the north

grams,” he said. “At a for-profit
college […] it’s more about how
much money we can suck from
the federal student aid program.”
The key to leveling out the
default rate, in Williams’ opinion, has two aspects. States must
dedicate more funding to higher
education, and the federal government must maintain loan and
grant programs.
“States have been consistently
not funding higher education, and
this is one of the reasons why student debt levels have spiked in
the last 10 years,” he said. “Now
with the recession, more states
are pulling back funding, so that
causes tuition to go up and more
students to rely on loan dollars to
make up the difference, and so
that increased borrowing amount
puts students in danger of defaulting because they have unmanageable loan debt.”
Crawford and Smith believe
one of the largest factors contributing to loan default rates is students’ unfamiliarity with the loan
process.
When students graduate or
leave the university, the financial
aid office often has no further
contact with them and has no idea
if those students are financially
stable enough to pay back their
loans.
“If you don’t tell us, we don’t
know about it, and it’s the same
thing with lenders,” Crawford
said. “If you can’t pay it back,
you need to become assertive and
go out and say, ‘I can’t do this.’
“And that’s not a bad thing.”

“Poverty will remain an unfortunate
circumstance of the current economic climate.
In Maine, rural communities will be hit harder.”

from A1

Economists say declines in
median household income are
an indication that wages are at a
near standstill and income equality in the country is on the rise.
“This is truly a lost decade,”
St. John said. “We think of
America as a place where every
generation is doing better, but
we’re looking at a period when
the median family is in worse
shape than it was in the 1990s.”
Considering the state of the
country’s economy is unlikely
to improve in 2011, President
Barack Obama is ratcheting up
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entryway of Gannett Hall at
5:17 p.m. Sept. 14. The window, which was broken at
some point during the day,
was valued at $2,500. This
case is under investigation.
Wallet walk-off
UMPD received a report
of a theft at the New Balance
Student Recreation and Fitness Center at 4:41 p.m. Sept.
13. A wallet was taken from
a backpack left in the men’s
locker room from 2 to 4:30
p.m. The wallet’s owner was
unsure how much money was
stolen.
Keyless exit
UMPD received a report

ernments prepare to make more
painful cuts to balance their budgets.
“Poverty will remain an unfortunate circumstance of the
current economic climate,” St.
John said. “In Maine, rural communities will be hit harder economies in these areas are not as
sustainable as they are in places
like Bangor and Portland.”
of a theft at a dance studio in
Class of 1944 Hall. A student
reported her car keys were
stolen between 4 and 8 p.m.
Sept. 11.
Careless cowboy
UMPD received a report
of reckless driving at 9:09
p.m. Sept. 14. The driver of
a light blue Mustang convertible peeled out of the Cutler
Health Center parking lot,
jumped the curb, almost hit
a tree, ripped up grass and
nearly missed hitting pedestrians. Aakan Mahboub, 25,
of Orono, was summonsed
for criminal mischief and referred to Judicial Affairs.
Sticker price
A UMPD officer on patrol
at 3:50 p.m. Sept. 14 noticed
an uninspected car on Rangeley Road. Officers discovered
that the driver was operating
with a suspended license.
Melissa Denner, 21, was
summonsed for operating
with a suspended license and
referred to Judicial Affairs.

Sergio Afonso • For The Maine Campus

Kim Curtis places her recycling in a receptacle in the basement of Hancock Hall.

Recycling

come cumbersome and difficult
to manage,” said Dennis Lipka,
from A1
director of growth management
for the town of Holden.Howevattended by more than 125,000 er, plastic envelopes, shopping
people, where 71 percent of the bags, bubble wrap, Styrofoam,
waste created was recycled. glass windowpanes, mirrors,
Berkley Management
light bulbs, dishin Worcester, Mass.,
es, drink glasses,
“You got
used zero-sort recyPyrex or ceramto make
cling efforts to cut
ics, or anything
trash by 42 percent in
with
stuck-on
recycling
its two major office
food will not be
programs
buildings.
allowed.
easy and
According to a
Lori Lommler,
Berkeley Management straight-forward the university’s
press release, 229 milsustainability
for people.”
lion tons of waste are
coordinator, said
created in the U.S.
that new recyeach year, “but zeroDennis Lipka cling bins will
sort recycling can ofstart to show up
Holden
ten boost the recycling
throughout the
Director of Growth campus within
recovery rate by more
Management the next few
than 30 percent.”
“You got to make
weeks. All recyrecycling programs
clables will go
easy and straight-forward for into blue bins just as they alpeople. Recycling programs ways did and gray bins will still
that are encumbered by rules be used for trash.
or complicated sorting methods
“You gotta make recycling
may be effective in some plac- programs easy and straightes, but for most people they be- forward for people. Recycling

programs that are encumbered
by rules or complicated sorting methods may be effective
in some places, but for most
people they become cumbersome and difficult to manage,”
said Dennis Lipka, director of
growth management in Holden.
Since switching to Casella’s
Zero-Sort Recycling, Holden
has increased its household recycling volume from 13 percent
to 37 percent.
Other success stories include
the EarthFest concert in Boston,
held on May 21 and attended
by more than 125,000 people,
where 71 percent of the waste
created was recycled. Berkley Management in Worcester,
Mass., used zero-sort recycling efforts to cut trash by 42
percent in its two major office
buildings.
According to a Berkeley
Management press release, 229
million tons of waste are created in the U.S. each year, “but
Zero-Sort recycling can often
boost the recycling recovery
rate by more than 30 percent.”
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Dinosaur Comics

By John North

33- Hosp. readout;
36- Madrid Mrs.;
37- Correct;
40- Convert into
leather;
41- Male cat;
42- Inner layer of
a quilt;
43- More;
45- Cow catcher;
47- Customer;
48- Plot;
51- Swallow
eagerly;
52- Adds yeast;
54- Toward the
coast;
58- Detective
Pinkerton;
59- Hungary’s
Nagy;
61- Draft classification;
62- Mix smoothly;
63- ___ bene;
64- How sweet
___!;
65- Arranges in

Word Search

MISERY
NEEDFUL THINGS
NIGHT FLIER
PET SEMATARY
QUICKSILVER HIGHWAY
ROSE RED
RUNNING MAN
SALEM’S LOT
SHAWSHANK REDEMPTION
SHINING
SILVER BULLET
SLEEPWALKERS
STAND BY ME
THE STAND
THINNER
TOMMYKNOCKERS
TRUCKS

Find and circle all of the summer words
that are hidden in the grid.
The remaining letters spell an additional summer item.

Sudoku Puzzle
• Each row must have
numbers 1 - 9 in any order
but each digit can only
appear once.
• Each column must have
numbers 1 - 9 in any order
but each digit can only
appear once.
• Each 3x3 box must have
numbers 1 - 9 in any order
but each digit can only
appear once.
There is only one
correct answer.
Difficulty level: Easy
Sudoku puzzles provided by sudoku.name. Used with permission.

groups;
66- German
Helmut;
67- Completed;
Down
1- Get rid of;
2- Filmmaker
Riefenstahl;
3- Coloured part of
the eye;
4- Rug rat;
5- Salty;
6- As a companion;
7- Darlin’;
8- Bottom of the
barrel;
9- Simpler;
10- Blood vessel;
11- 9 to 5;
12- Cavalry
weapon;
13- Glacial ridge;
21- Boring tool;
23- Grain husks;
26- Pole;
27- Big do;
28- Linguist
Chomsky;

29- ___ voce;
30- San Francisco’s ___ Tower;
32- Some DVD
players;
33- Kitchen addition;
34- Acquire
through merit;
35- Midge;
38- “Barnaby
Jones” star;
39- Shouts;
44- Sword-shaped;
45- Run away from
a debt; 46- Recompense; 47- Wedgelike; 48- Thick
slices; 49- Big
fiddle?; 50- More
healthy; 51- Circumference;
53- Gravitate;
55- Aware of;
56- Bridle strap;
57- Alleviate;
60- Cattle call;

Aries - March 21 to April 20 - Real estate investments could be
to your ad vantage. You won’t have to look for the action. You
will meet some interesting people if you at tend promotional functions.

Word search courtesy of puzzles.ca

APT PUPIL
CARRIE
CAT’S EYE
CHILDREN OF THE
CORN
CHRISTINE
CREEPSHOW I
CREEPSHOW II
CUJO
DARK HALF
DEAD ZONE
DOLORES CLAIBORNE
DREAMCATCHER
FIRESTARTER
GRAVEYARD SHIFT
GREEN MILE
HEARTS IN ATLANTIS
LANGOLIERS
MANGLER
MAXIMUM OVERDRIVE

Across
1- Split;
5- Satirist Mort;
9- “The ____ has
landed.”;
14-Illustrious warrior;
15- Burn soother;
16- Hand woven
wall hanging;
17- Children’s
author Blyton;
18- Single;
19- Stench;
20- Scorn;
22- Systematically
arranged body of
facts;
24- Respiratory
organ;
25- Guy who tends
goats;
26- Riding school;
29- Fearsome;
31- Preceding,
poetically;
32- It’s got you
covered;

• • • • Horoscopes • • • •

Hip Hop Artists

Crossword Puzzle
Crossword puzzles provided by BestCrosswords.com. Used with permission.

By Kate Beaton

Answer key in sports

Hark a Vagrant!

Taurus - April 21 to May 21 - You will not be pleased with family members who try to put demands on you when you just don’t
have the time. Disruptions may set you back, but you’re strong,
and in the end the choices you make will be favorable.
Gemini - May 22 to June 21- You must steer clear of
overindulgent individuals. Your ideas will be well received.
Problems with female members of your family may play on
your emotions.
Cancer - June 22 to July 22 - Think hard before going into
business with friends or family. Pleasure trips will be most
enjoyable if you take them with that special person in your
life.
Leo - July 23 to Aug. 22 - Spending too much time talking
to friends or relatives could easily turn into a debate that
could lead to estrangement. Romantic opportunities will
flourish through travel or communication.
Virgo - Aug. 23 to Sept. 23 - Keep your thoughts and
opinions to yourself and you won’t get dragged into an unsavory debate. You will get bored quickly, so make sure that
you have scheduled enough activity to hold your interest.
Libra - Sept. 24 to Oct. 23 - Interaction with colleagues
will only be upsetting. Your personal life is going through a
state of confusion.
Scorpio - Oct. 24 to Nov. 22 - Positive changes regarding
your personal status are evident. Look into ways that you
can make extra cash.
Sagittarius - Nov. 23 to Dec. 21 - Plan your day thoughtfully, but try not to rely on others. Think about your priorities.
Capricorn - Dec 22. to Jan. 20 - It might be best to spend
time fixing up your premises and making changes that will
be appreciated. Romance could develop through social activities or short trips.
Aquarius - Jan. 21 to Feb. 19 - They will jump at the
chance to do something without you if it sounds like more
fun. Your ability to charm others will put you in the limelight at social functions.
Pisces - Feb. 20 to March 20 - You should visit a friend
or relative who hasn’t been feeling up to par. Be sure to
double-check the house on your way out. Don’t divulge secret information. Children could cost you more than you
can afford.
Horoscopes courtesy of astrology-online.com
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Editorial

Students must defy
defaulting on loans,
borrow responsibly

W

ool is marvelous.
Inherently cozy and supple to the touch, pulling it over one’s eyes is not only simple, but also
desirable.
As college students, with the shears of harsh financial
fate one cut behind us and the frigidity of the real world
mere semesters ahead, the wool happens to be our favored
defense.
Over the past six years, the default rate on federal student loans has nearly doubled from 4.5 percent for students
whose loans came due in 2003 to 8.8 percent for students
whose loans came due in 2009 — the latest group measured for their propensity for payment.
Peggy Crawford, director of financial aid at the University of Maine, said in an article on page A1 that students
she has talked to don’t realize the gravity of borrowing
thousands.
Because default rates are calculated two years after initial loan payments are due for college graduates or students
no longer enrolled in classes, we can anticipate that these
numbers have increased since.
As of 2010, college students collectively owed $830 billion on their federal and private loans, a whopping amount
that, coupled with the $827 billion in credit card debt also
charged to the collegiate ilk, would make anyone with a
wallet cower.
The fact that both of these accounts are expected to top
the $1 trillion mark this year stacks the odds even higher
against the student purse, trying to build a base after a degrees worth of hardship.
Even though the University of Maine’s student loan default is only half of the national average, weighing in at
4.4 percent for that 2009 group, the problems shouldn’t be
downplayed by anyone here who happens to have a loan.
Our wool is getting too heavy to bear any longer. So,
what are we to do with all this debt we’ve accrued?
For starters, we can shed the willful ignorance and begin
donning the dapper attire of financially savvy individuals.
After graduation, there is a six-month wait period before
payments on loans are demanded.
But rather than squandering time away by lounging
about, use it efficiently by securing a job. Formulate a
rough budget so when the sharks circle, you’ll be ready to
fight back.
For those not set to graduate anytime soon but foresee
having to take out a loan to finish their degree: Borrow
money wisely. Consider the interest that comes with any
loan and make sure you don’t borrow more than is necessary. Borrowing extra will come back to haunt you, or at
the very least could hinder after-school plans.
The modern college student is shepherded by several
things — schedules, assignments and employers.
Never-ending debt doesn’t have to be one of them.
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Reader’s speak: Best commentary from the web
Incoming: Webster’s web of lies
expands to income tax allegations
Charlie,
I really hope you understand income tax
code better than that.
If I work in the state of Maine, I fill
out a tax return for the state of Maine.
It doesn’t matter where my state of
residence is so that point is completely
irrelevant.
Also, I go to school here. Therefore,
I’m here for a minimum of nine months
out of every year. So how on earth is it I
do not qualify as living in the community
here?
You are not a cop, Mr. Webster. If the
police suspected a violation of the law,
I’m sure they would take care of it. You,
however, are being a busybody.
Find an election swayed by 200 votes
and then start your witch hunt.
- Andrew
Responding to “Webster: Students should
vote, but laws lenient,” Sept. 15, 2011
Abandonment of political middle
ground leaves ME beauty at odds
One of the worst attributes of contemporary American politics is the abandonment of middle ground.
Gov. Paul LePage came under relentless attack the moment he was elected.
I see little willingness to work with him
to tackle Maine’s problems from the
sulking, often bitter, 61 percent. This
observation comes from a life-long enrolled Democrat and University of Maine
alumnus, by the way.
If you are concerned about what is
happening to this beautiful state, just
look at former Gov. John Baldacci’s
worst legacy: throwing doors wide open
to the proliferation of huge, sprawling
industrial wind sites.
Our state is being destroyed by the
folly of wind power generation — the
biggest scam perpetrated in my lifetime.
If the initial build of Baldacci’s vision
for wind power happens, not one stretch
of the Appalachian Trail will have a vista
without a 45-story-tall turbine. Dozens of
wind power sites will obstruct the views
from Mt. Katahdin — there are four as
of now, with two more in the late stages

of receiving permission, despite heavy
opposition.
Turbines will ruin the views from
Acadia National Park. The scenic Lincoln Lakes region, just 40 miles from
Orono, has already been devastated with
40 turbines on the ridges above the 13
lakes. We should be more worried about
these kind of policies from the past,
which truly threaten the soothing aesthetics of Maine.
- blueyes1119
Responding to “Columnist: LePage,
Aho throw Maine eco integrity to the
apes,” Sept. 12, 2011
PIKE hike no laughing matter for
brothers left bedless
I think the comic published on Sept.
15 was far from funny and I’m not sure
why you allowed it to be printed. We, the
brothers of PIKE, lost our house. To me
that’s not a humorous issue, but perhaps I
have the wrong type of humor?
-Sean Mahoney, student
Responding to the Sept. 15, 2011 comic
by Billy Kramer
GOP debates disparage, disappoint
The Republican Party has only proved
itself to be crazier than ever.
Following the crowd’s encouragement
at the concept of letting a man die on
the street without health care and louder
cheers at the mention of numerous executions, the debates took a turn toward
the surreal and became shameful to view.
While Mitt Romney champions the
moderate voice, the support clearly
echoed for the more radical candidates
who criticized programs like social
security — one of the greatest achievements enacted by one of the greatest U.S.
presidents, Franklin Delano Roosevelt.
A lot of people criticized FDR’s policies in the ‘30s, just as a lot of Americans
criticized Bill Clinton’s policies in the
early ‘90s. Both FDR and Clinton made
major contributions in boosting the economy during hard times. Imagine what
would have happened if this counrty had
given up so easily.
If Republicans are serious about
winning the 2012 election, they need a

moderate candidate. All we heard in the
last two debates was Obama-bashing, as
the GOP presidential wannabes puffed
out their chests to see who could sound
the most convincing. Most even declared
that an “Obama-care” repeal would be
their first achievement.
The GOP candidates talked a lot about
what they will undo, but not a lot about
what they will actually forge. Will they
finally cut the military budget? Will they
finally increase taxes for the financially
elite?
Republicans don’t seem to notice that
championing health care for all Americans is one of the reasons Obama was
elected in the first place, and many of
us believe national health care is a good
thing, as they certainly aren’t complaining about it in Canada.
They don’t seem to realize that the
freedom of choice is a fundamental right
all Americans deserve, nor that people
should be able to have a union where
they are guaranteed the same benefits as
other couples, no matter what sex they
are.
Maybe, just maybe, scientists know
what they are talking about when it
comes to the effects humans have on our
environment.
Republicans are out of touch with
America’s needs. They don’t realize that
sometimes the government needs to do
things for the good of the people, no matter how popular the measure is on their
scale of beliefs.
A lot of the things FDR and Clinton
did during the first four years of their
presidencies did not accomplish a lot
right away. But because we allowed them
to continue their work, this country found
a way to prosperity, a prosperity we have
not seen in a long time.
We gave the hapless George W. Bush
eight years in office to put us in this hole.
At least give someone from the other
side of the table eight years to do what
people of a different perspective think is
best.
-Stuart Blanchard
Responding to “GOPs debate with destiny, look fit to challenge Obama fate,”
Sept. 15, 2011.

Have an opinion?
Email it to
opinion@mainecampus.com.
The attitudes and views expressed in the opinion section are those of their authors only and do
not necessarily represent the views of The Maine Campus or its staff.
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Political columnist: US
Columnist: Prevention prudent
path to avoid lifestyle pathos oversteps bounds attempting
for foothold in Arab Springs
These miscreants of public health have often been
embraced by society with
open hearts and open
mouths. Unfortunately, this
number does not frighten
us to the extent necessary.

Erin McCann

Preventable.
A powerful word, replete with far-reaching implications
for the majority, but one often ignored.
Let me throw out a number, courtesy of the American
Cancer Society (ACS).
362,000 — that’s the estimated number of preventable
cancer deaths this year alone.
The ACS approximates that preventable cancers account for nearly two-thirds of all cancer deaths and has
long been warning us of the four most deadly players: tobacco, physical inactivity, poor diet and being overweight
or obese.
These miscreants of public health have often been embraced by society with open hearts and open mouths. Unfortunately, this number does not frighten us to the extent
necessary, as millions still remain devoted to long-standing
bad habits and lifestyle choices.
I am as guilty of this charge as any.
My exercise habits are poor at best and sometimes I am
overwhelmed by a ravenous urge for McDonald’s, a craving not even the gods can suppress. Saturated fat has a
tremendous ability to soothe the weary college soul, but it
may also verge on a task of a more sinister nature.
What are experts suggesting to keep you light on your
feet and your arteries looking dapper?
First, try to decrease your consumption of red meat.
After monitoring 500,000 participants over the course of
eight years, researchers at the National Institute of Health
(NIH) found that consistent consumption of red and processed meats could increase one’s risk of colorectal, liver,
lung and esophageal cancer as much as 60 percent compared to those who consume lesser quantities.
The aforementioned diet modification may be a tall order for some, so if you’re going to eat meat, at least make
sure it isn’t charred.
Researchers at the University Of Minnesota School of
Public Health followed the dietary habits of over 62,000
people for an average of nine years. Participants who regu-

larly consumed well-done, charred meat increased their
risk of pancreatic cancer by up to 60 percent compared to
those who consumed the smallest quantities.
These results may have serious implications, as this
year alone an estimated 38,000 Americans will be diagnosed with pancreatic cancer. Nearly 90 percent will die.
The most lethal player in preventable cancer deaths,
however, does not pertain to the blackness of one’s burger,
but rather to the blackness of one’s lungs.
Smoking-related illnesses accounted for 440,000 deaths
in 2010, with 40 percent of those people dying from cancer.
It’s not all bad news for smokers, however as the National Cancer Institute (NCI) reports, it’s never too late to
make changes.
Studies have shown that if one quits smoking around
the age of 30, the chance of dying from a smoking-related
illness decreases by 90 percent. Quitting the habit at 50?
A 50-percent decreased risk in comparison to those who
continue the habit.
Additionally, exercise—an oldie but goodie—has established itself as a miracle drug. Moderate to vigorous exercise can decrease a woman’s chance of getting endometrial
cancer by 20 to 40 percent and breast cancer by 20 to 80
percent. Regular physical activity can also decrease one’s
risk for colorectal cancer by 30 to 40 percent.
If your own health can’t motivate you to make changes,
perhaps your wallet can.
The NCI calculated that nationally, the 2010 direct costs
of cancer exceeded $124 billion. We are costing this country and bankrupting our own wallets. More importantly,
we’re losing our loved ones.
Although we as citizens rightfully deserve a significant
amount of blame, we are not alone. Our country specifically has failed to make cancer prevention a priority in
their campaign. In 2008, the NCI spent only 9.8 percent
of their budget on cancer prevention and control. They’re
not making prevention a priority, and thus we, too, remain
unresponsive.
We possess the ability to provide our own respite from
this disease-ridden world, from this land of lost lives and
unfinished memories.
Life need not involve this extent of human suffering
— research proves that.
The Fates have been dethroned and their powers scattered across the earth into the hands of the willing. Let us
not watch idly while these powers dissolve before us.
Prevention, after all, could save your life.
Erin McCann is a fourth-year biology student. Her columns will appear on these pages every Monday.

Busted Beetle blues: How the ailing vehicle
bewitches, bothers and bewilders best of us
I want this car to make it
to graduation day more
than I want my diploma.
It will be a point of pride
if I can drive myself to the
ceremony, elbow propped
in the open window and
tassel flipping in the breeze.

Beth Kevit

My Volkswagen bug, Beetle Bailey, is at the shop.
Again.
This car has been towed, coaxed and cursed into the repair shop’s parking lot more times than I can admit without
cringing. I was eight years old when it was built, and that
eight-year-old’s idealism made me think an aging, stickshift Beetle was an appropriate choice for a girl who could
neither replace a headlight nor drive a standard.
I wish I had sent that eight-year-old to her room.
Returning home from a hiking trip on Saturday, I parked
outside my apartment and was astonished that the door
bounced back at me when I tried to slam it shut. Somehow,
the tumbler inside the lock was stuck upright, so it would
only hit the hook on the car instead of latching onto it.
In trying to solve the problem myself, I managed to get
my passenger side door’s lock stuck as well.
I ended up opening my spare package of boot laces, creating a series of twists and knots to tie the doors to the
headrests to keep them from swinging open, and driving
slowly to the garage. I wove a web out of half-remembered
highschool physics labs, eyeballing angles and judging
the tensile strengths of my car’s accessories. Somehow, it
held.
Over the summer, the starter failed and I had a tow truck
drop me off at work. The driver was from Sullivan Towing
— which holds a contract with the university — and we
had a lively conversation about on-campus towing on the
way to Bangor.
Before that, an exhaust leak delayed my inspection
sticker. A piece of the parking brake was stuck for weeks
before I noticed a rear wheel squeaking. I once hit a pothole hard enough to bend the rim of a tire and had to stop at
a gas station so I could beg to use a mallet to bend it back
before all the air leaked out.
The motor in one power window died and I was constantly tugging at the glass to keep it rolled up before shelling out the $400 to fix it. The motor in the other window

is dying so I keep a piece of Scotch tape over the switch to
prevent passengers from using its last gasps.
And there was that 17-year-old who rear-ended me.
My earlier cars, the highschool rust-bucket and the
hand-me-down replacement, weren’t much more reliable.
When I bought the Beetle, I had high hopes. The Carfax
Vehicle History Report said it really had been owned by
two little old ladies and before that, it had been part of a
corporate fleet.
Cars may not be my forte, but I can usually manage to
keep air in the tires and gas in the tanks. And in Maine,
they’re a necessity.
The University of Maine campus is an exception to the
state’s rule of far-flung community planning and I gladly
ride my bike to classes, but when I need to get to work in
Bangor, or when I finally laundry, I need that car to get
there.
In August, Kelley Blue Book released the top ten cars
for college students for 2011. The 1998 Volkswagen Beetle
didn’t make the cut.
I want this car to make it to graduation day more than I
want my diploma. It will be a point of pride if I can drive
myself to the ceremony, elbow propped in the open window
and tassel flipping in the breeze. Of course, I also want to
complete my thesis and keep my GPA from plunging, but
the real testament to a year well-done will be whether the
Beetle has been sent to the scrap heap.
Despite the headaches the Beetle gives me, the temporary temper and clenched jaw as I mutter on my way to the
shop, I know the car will inevitably have another problem.
There is a comfort in knowing that, even if it isn’t comfortable for my wallet. Although I’m not the one getting
grease under my fingernails while peering into the engine’s
entrails, I can be confident knowing the problem is only
mechanical: there has to be a solution.
Nothing else about senior year is that clear-cut.
I can spend hours propped over textbooks, but I can’t
know every question that will be on the test.
I can edit pages of my thesis until my fingers are numb,
but I can’t know if my committee will like what I churn
out.
So I’m committed to this car. I’m committed to handing over my debit card and listening to the mechanics talk
about valves and pipes I’ve never seen in order to have
something in my life that is predictable.
I can’t know what lies beyond graduation.
And, I just remembered I need an oil change.

to the end of instilling a dictator back
into the regime.
In the case for Egypt and Libya,
the United States stepped in so when
the regimes were set to crumble, its
interests would be at the forefront of
Pardis
the creation of a new system of govDelijani
ernment.
Even though Mubarak was a dictator at the head of a corrupt government, maintaining his position mainly as a result of rigged elections and
restrictive policies, the United States
continued to align itself with the reThe ousting of former Egyptian gime for economic cooperation and
President Hosni Mubarak as well as regional stability.
For the maintenance of regional
the exit of Libyan leader Moammar
Gadhafi are small steps toward open- prominence, the United States also
ing the door for drastic reformation needed to heed the people’s call for
in the governmental systems of both reformation when the Egyptian demonstrations began. By administering
countries.
Each nation was able to grasp this the demands of the Egyptian proexhilarating but fragile opportunity testors, the U.S. would not only be
because of direct involvement by the able to gain support from the people,
United States and its allies. Whether but have the advantage of wielding
this country and its supporters were a system of government, or at least
solely responsible for the successful have some input in the matter.
The American natoppling of these
tion clearly cannot
regimes is up for
And yet, every
afford to lose an ally
debate, but what
remains clear is administration guiding in the Middle East,
especially one that
the fact that the
the U.S. takes these
has acted as a modU.S. could not
have gotten its necessary steps in order to erator in the region.
hands any dirt- implement its policies in The question is, how
much farther will this
ier.
The motives various Middle Eastern country go in order to
preserve or establish
behind the incountries, regardless
influence in the Arab
terference
are
of party loyalty.
questionable,
world?
especially when
Libya was hardly
considering the selectiveness of the a unitary state before Gadhafi’s reUnited States’ military involvement. gime, but in his four decades of peAt least seven major, ongoing revolts culiar and dictatorial rule, he was
occurred in the Arab Spring, which
is inclusive of Jordan, Yemen, Syria, able to practically destroy the few
remaining fibers of civil society and
Bahrain, and Iraq.
However, American news broad- its institutions.
So, why did NATO and the United
casters fail to mention these occurrences when it could mean casting States decide to step in only now, long
the United States government and after the damage had been done?
military in an unfavorable light.
They knew all this was occurring
Rather than continuing to focus ef- when the decision was made to beforts in Iraq and Afghanistan, the come involved in the Libyan civil
U.S. feels the need to intervene in war. The air campaign that followed
Egypt and Libya.
If democracy, a loose term defined took longer than most policy makers
differently in accordance to varying expected or desired. This, in turn,
viewpoints, is in fact what the people aggravated and pushed the tolerance
of a nation desire, then only those of the United States’ allies and the
people of that specific country can UN mandate to “protect civilians”
create change in favor of their ex- therein took more than five months
pectations.
to conclude.
When another country intervenes
The United States, NATO and the
and imposes organizational policies international community in general
beyond its mandate, this act becomes must be careful to avoid stepping out
shrouded in imperialism.
And yet, every administration of their boundaries. They must not
guiding the U.S. takes these neces- allow for their will to trump those of
sary steps in order to implement its the people who are actually living in
policies in various Middle Eastern these countries, the ones who actucountries, regardless of party loy- ally deserve a say.
alty.
Western influencers need to learn
One can trace back such a mental- from the past — nation building is
ity to the 1953 Iranian coup d’état, not the business of other countries. If
when the Central Intelligence Agen- the United States hopes to earn any
cy managed to successfully pressure respect from the Middle East, it will
the Reza Shah Pahlavi to participate
in their coup by bribing street thugs, have to be both wise and generous.
clergy, politicians and Iranian army Butt out.
officers to partake in a propaganda
Pardis Delijani is a fourth-year
campaign against Mosaddegh and
international affairs student. Her
his government.
For its own benefit, the United political columns will appear every
States ousted a leader of the people Monday.

Thumbs up / Thumbs down
Hiking Hacking
Stretching Retching
Nature walks “We need to talk”s
Eating hearty Donner Party

Beth Kevit is a fourth-year journalism student. She is
the news editor for The Maine Campus.

Love us? Hate us?

Write us.

Letters to the editor should be 300 words, concise and clearly
written. If applicable, include your academic year. Send all submissions
to opinion@mainecampus.com. Submissions may be edited for
length, clarity and style. Anonymous letters will not be published.
Opinion pieces should be roughly 650 words and clearly written.
Include your name, year and major. Submissions should be in .doc
format. Send all opinion pieces to opinion@mainecampus.com.
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Formally the Dime, Kingman’s opened Labor Day
weekend with a new look, popular ‘Rage Bus’ service,
night menu and a renewed sense of ambition
By Derrick Rossignol
Style Editor

The bar and club scene in
the Orono-Old Town area is
a revolving door — places
are always shutting down, reopening or changing names.
After The Dime shut down
early this year, the popular
bar was replaced by an empty, unused building.
Owner Tim Thomas made
several aesthetic changes
to the building and its interior to make the new bar
more inviting, and on Labor
Day weekend the place reopened under the new name
— “Kingman’s.”
“We called it Kingman’s
because that was my nickname in high school,” Thomas said.
Thomas was sure to stress
that the name is pronounced
“King-man’s.”
The Dime was a popular
fixture among college students beginning in July 2009
until it closed due to an 18month legal battle in January
2011.
“Our original contract was
for a lease with an option
to buy, so we should have
owned the building in Janu-

ary of 2010, but due to certain
misunderstandings between
ourselves and the previous
owner as far as making repairs
and everything, a lot of things
were in limbo,” Thomas said.
A dispute brewed between
Thomas and the building’s
owners about repairing things
like the leaky roof while
Thomas was still paying rent
and mortgage on his barelyfunctional bar.
“We weren’t really able to
operate, so it got to the point
where we closed down until
we got the whole thing figured
out because it was just hard
to run a building that doesn’t
work properly,” Thomas said.
“It’s not worth putting
the money into it if we could
possibly lose the place,” he
added.
When all was said and
done, Thomas was able to
buy the building and he was
looking for a change.
He set out to create “a
more functional bar, not a
place where you’re going
to come in and not know
what’s going on,” Thomas
said. “We just want to
clean it up and make it a
comfortable place where
everybody wants to

For The Maine Campus
A hybrid poetry reading/music performance titled
“America in the Poetic Imagination” was held in Minsky
Recital Hall on Sept. 16.
Nancy Ellen Ogle presented
American poetry with uplifting vocals and was accompanied by Ginger Yang Hwalek.
A crowd of about 30 students, professors, and fans of
classical music and vintage
poetry filled the room. The
intention of the performance
was to organize an assortment
of American poems and classical music by contemporary
composers into a common
theme.
The performance condensed some of the finest mo-

See Poetic on B2

Flash back to 1967 for a
moment, if you would — The
Beatles released their hit album “Revolver” that foreshadowed the
beginning
of their
iconic
psyched e l i c
m o v e ment.
A lot of
hype was
b u i l d i n g How I Hear It
around
By Derrick
their next
Rossignol
album,
“ S g t .
Pepper’s Lonely Hearts Club
Band.” When it finally came
out in June of 1967, listen-

Wednesday, Sept. 21
New Dawn Fades:
Photographs by
Thomas Hager
UMMA
10 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Reader’s Theatre #1
Minsky Recital Hall
7:30 p.m.
Open Mic
Woodman’s Bar & Grill
10 p.m.
7:30 p.m.

A more comprehensive list
of postings is available at
mainecampus.com/calendar.
To submit your event, invite
calendar@mainecampus.com
via iCal or Google Calendar.

See Kingmans on B2

Renowned
instrumentalists
soothe Minsky
Tokyo String Quartet play lovely show
izing, perhaps lulling a listener
to sleep, not out of boredom,
but serene enjoyment.
For The Maine Campus
The Tokyo String Quartet
The University of Maine is covered a variety of classics by
no stranger to either classical composers like Beethoven and
musicians or touring veterans, Haydn, as well as several conand the campus had both with temporary pieces.
The quartet moved their finthe Tokyo String Quartet.
On Sunday, Minsky Recital gers with the utmost dexterity,
Hall played host to the es- which when paired with the
teemed group, notable enough rapid pace at which their bows
to appear on Sesame Street. The flew across the strings, create
crowd was populated by older, an outstanding display.
Every slashing note had
smartly-dressed individuals,
showing both the generational more heart than the last. The
solos
were
gap of concertflawless, addgoing and how
ing to the emoseriously fans
tional climaxes
take classical
of each piece.
music.
The emotion these
The
lighter
As the lights
dimmed and
men conjured from sounds of the
violin
laid
the show betheir instruments
over the deeper
gan, four genis more vivid
tones of the
tlemen walked
out with a bow and intense than any cello combined
to create musiin one hand and
stringed instru- power ballad played cal bliss.
The emotion
ments in the
by any hair metal
these men conother.
Three
band. At times, the jured from their
were equipped
instruments is
with
violins
pieces sounded
more vivid and
and the fourth,
romantic, scary,
intense
than
a cello.
Each of their exciting and any other any power bali n s t r u m e n t s imaginable emotion lad played by
any hair metal
was absolutely
band. At times,
beautiful. The
the
pieces
set they use is
sounded
roreferred to as
mantic, scary,
the Paganini
exciting
and
Quartet, made
famous by well-known luthier, any other imaginable emotion.
In contrast to the catchy pop
or instrument-maker, Antonio
tunes enjoyed by the younger
Stradivari.
The performance was an au- crowd, the raw emotion of
dial spectacle. Even stubborn classical music has the power
teenage boys whose iPods usu- to alter feelings more than any
ally blast modern pop and rock new content generated today.
would be impressed by the vir- The manipulative power the
tuosity and beauty of the clas- Tokyo String Quartet has over
sical music the Tokyo String the strings of the heart is haunting.
Quartet was playing.
At the end of their set, the
The hypnotizing strings
made the performance mesmerSee Tokyo on B3

By Alex
Tranchemontagne

Sergio Afonso • The Maine Campus

Nancy Ogle performs a soprano adaptation of William Butler Yeats’
“Cloths of Heaven”. Her performance was part of America in the
Poetic Imagination show in Minsky Hall Friday evening.

Is the old ritual of buying music no more?
Column

Trivia Night
Woodman’s Bar & Grill
9 p.m.
21+

Photo National 2011: A
survey of Contemporary
Photography
UMMA
10 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Poetry and music collide in Minsky
ments of America’s journey
through time into an enjoyable
work of musical art.
Hwalek, who teaches piano
and keyboard musicianship on
campus, co-directs the chamber music program and directs
the Maine Summer Youth Music. She accompanied Ogle’s
vocals with classical piano
run-throughs.
Ogle is a professor of music at the University of Maine,
teaching voice and various
honor classes. She also directs
the Opera Workshop puts on
shows similar to this one
across the state, as well as the
world — she has performed in
England, Austria, Russia, the
Georgia Republic and Japan.
Her vocal range and ability

go!
Monday, Sept. 19

come down and hang out.”
It is evident that Thomas
put a good deal of work into
the new place, which is nestled in the heart of Old Town.
It features multiple TV sets

‘America in
the Poetic
Imagination’
By Hillary Nason

‘The Lion King’

mainecampus.com

Haley Johnston • Photo Editor

Old Town Gets Regal

Film Review

ers flocked to record stores often relegated to background obscure artists and albums.
to hear which crazy direction music for conversation, not
Nowadays, log on to PanThe Beatles were going in the center of attention as it of- dora and you get customized
next. People left their houses ten deserves to be.
radio stations galore. This is
to go listen to music.
People still listen to music a great tool to have available,
Can you imagine this to- all the time, but they don’t but it takes the interpersonal
day?
seem to care about it like peo- interaction out of music disMusic
used
covery.
to be a far more
When
the
social and excitDropkick MurNowadays, log on to Pandora and
ing experience.
phys played at
you get customized radio stations
If you wanted
the Waterfront a
to hear new mufew weeks ago,
galore. This is a great tool to have
sic without buythey said that the
available, but it takes the interpersonal ritual in buying
ing, you had to
turn on the radio
music has been
interaction out of music discovery
and wait for it to
lost. There are no
come on. People
more album covused to get toers, liner notes,
gether and listen to the radio ple used to.
extra photography or personal
in hopes of hearing a new song
When people wanted to find touches like that.
they would like.
new music, they would go to
I have to agree with them.
How often do people get to- the record shop and talk to an
Although I was never a
gether for the sole purpose of employee to hear wisdom he huge music fan before the
listening to music in this way gathered from hours of listentoday? Nowadays, music is ing to new, old, popular and
See Ritual on B2
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were in attendance, listening
to Ogle’s different take on
from B1
them. Kathleen Ellis, a professor of English at UMaine and a
to extend high notes for what published poet, was one of the
seems like months in vocal authors. Ogle called for her to
measurements was astonish- stand up for applause before
ing. Her radiant presence and she performed a piece written
confidence in her performing by her. Ellis’ poem was called
abilities reflect years of train- “Natural Selection” and it deing, as effecscribed a night
tive
singing
flight across
is a demand- Her vocal range and the
couning skill that
try from San
ability to extend
doesn’t come
Francisco to
easily.
high notes for what New York City
John Burns, seems like months in to Bangor.
a graduate of
The StillUMaine, orga- vocal measurements water River of
nized the po- was astonishing. Her Orono inspired
etry ensemble
the
makand narrated radiant presence and ing of Burn’s
the program,
poem, “Webconfidence in her
setting the era
ster
Park.”
performing
of time each
The
poem
abilities reflect
poem evolved
describes his
from. Ogle bethoughts while
years of training
gan with the
sitting in the
poem
“Penpark.
maen Pool” by
Ogle also
Gerard Manley Hopkins.
performed pieces by Gerard
The show continued in this Manley Hopkins, William
fashion until a total of 15 po- Butler Yeats, W. H. Auden,
ems were performed.
William Blake, Emily DickSome of the authors whose inson, Walt Whitman and Luwork was being performed cille Clifton.

Poetic

Ritual

from B1
iTunes era and never lived
near a record store, I do sympathize with the Murphys.
Getting new music has always
been a bland affair for me, at
least compared to everything
I’ve heard about rushing out
to the music store, excited to
see if they have a hot new release in stock.
It was almost rewarding
if the place had what you
wanted, because getting music
used to be a journey, a fun adventure. Artists spend a great
deal of time and put a great
deal of effort into putting out
a good product, so purchasing
it should take at least some energy, right?
There are two main types
of music listeners who typically have opposite views on
this issue. Not to pigeonhole
or offend anybody, but the
crowd that listens primarily
to pop music probably does
not want getting their music

{
*

to be an affair — they want it
to play in their car while they
drive around town with their
friends.
The second brand of music
fan is a different breed entirely — those who really care
about their music, those who
seek out new things to listen
to because they want something different, those who will
give an album four chances
to prove itself, even if they
didn’t like it the first three
times through but see a small
shard of promise.
These are the people who
miss pre-iTunes days. These
are the people who were best
friends with the record store
employee and regularly drove
out just to chat, even if they
didn’t have anything in mind
to buy.
The ritual of going out
and buying music is dead as
the sole way of getting it, but
those who still buy CDs and
read liner notes still enjoy the
old-school perks.
The tradition is as alive if
you make it.

Mustache
of the
Week

Step 1:
Cut out.
Step 2:
Tape to
face.
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New 3DS accessory useless
Add-on for the Nintendo handheld adds little functionality and is an eyesore
Column
I’m losing faith in my
hero.
That hero is Nintendo,
which needs our help now
more than ever.
We need to step up and
give “the
big
N”
a
hand.
We need
to
tell
them they
are
doing some
things
wrong.
I’m sure
Insert Coin
you grew
Here
up
on
By Alex
Nintendo Tranchemontagne
just like I
did. Anyone who grew up on Sega or
PlayStation, sorry to break it
to you, but you’re a nerd.
As I’m sure you are aware,
Nintendo recently released the
Nintendo 3DS. It’s the first
video game system to produce
3D visuals without the need
for glasses. It’s pretty amazing
and groundbreaking. Some say
the effect gives them a headache, but they are obviously
nerds. It’s something that’s
here to stay, seeing as smartphones are already copying
the glasses-free technology.

stick for the 3DS that snaps on to do. Maybe I should sell my
to the back of the system and 3DS and buy the uninterestlays on the right side.
ing Madden 12, the unexciting
It is so ugly.
Call Of Duty: Black Ops and
The new attachment basi- play unappealing iPod touch
cally lays the groundwork for games for the rest of my life.
a new 3DS; we’ll call it the
No, I won’t cave in. I’m go“3DS lite” for now. I’m sure ing to stick this out and hope
the “3DS lite” will have the an- for the best.
alog stick built
The 3DS
in, rendering the
has
some
3DS I bought
truly amazfor full price
ing
games
five months ago
coming out
The 3DS has some truly later
useless. This is,
this
amazing games
of course, just
year, like Suspeculation.
per Mario 3D
coming out later
Nintendo
Land, Sonic
this year, like Super Generations
should
just
scrap the whole
and Luigi’s
Mario 3D Land,
add-on.
The
Mansion 2. I
Sonic Generations
3DS
doesn’t
know those
need two analog
games will
and Luigi’s
sticks. Not once
only require
Mansion 2. Those
have I thought
one analog
games will require
that
it
was
stick.
needed. When I only one analog stick
The fact
heard the news,
that this is
it depressed me.
the first time
Nintendo reI’ve been upcently held an
set with Ninevent for the
tendo in my
3DS and the
life
makes
“3DS lite” was not announced, me think I should wait until
which was surprising, but a we find out exactly what’s gobigger surprise was the lack of ing on. Hopefully the second
talk about the second analog analog stick is only used for a
stick.
few games.
If they announce the “3DS
I don’t want this cheap
lite” in the next few months, thing touching my precious
I don’t know what I’m going 3DS.

Kingmans
from B1

behind the fully-stocked bar, a
karaoke machine, a Wii, arcade
games and pool tables.
Upstairs, there is another
bar room almost as large as the
main room downstairs. There is
a bar, tables and a stage in front
of the dance floor, seemingly
the perfect venue for a DJ.
Thomas said the room would
be used to host parties and
events while maintaining regular business downstairs.
Back when The Dime was
open, one of its focuses was
live music, hosting Dimestock,
a two-day music festival, in
2010. This is an aspect of The
Dime that Thomas wants to migrate over to Kingman’s.
“We’ll do probably a twoday music festival thing with
music upstairs and down, just
find a different name for it. We
tore down this wall and opened
up the back room, so now it’s
really more desirable for bands
to play on,” Thomas said.
Kingman’s is already getting
started with the music, already
hosting several events including a set by local favorites The
Running Gags on Thursday,
Sept. 15.
Food is a big selling point
for any bar, and Kingman’s is
with a unique emphasis on their
gourmet hot dogs.
“The hot dogs are absolutely delicious,” Thomas said.
“They’re kind of outrageous,
they’re very messy.”
“We got the foot-long, halfpound Black Angus hot dog
that’s a meal and a half. We
have about 15 different kinds

Sushi Now
Japanese Cuisine
6 Mill St. Orono

*

Courtesy photo

The Rage Bus, owned by Kingman’s, provides rides from downtown Orono to downtown Old Town.

that you can get, from ‘The that this can be a problem, esBeantown’ to ‘The Southern pecially for UMaine students
Slaw’ and the ‘Chicago,’” he on campus without vehicles, so
continued.
he founded the “Rage Bus.”
Thomas also mentioned
“It’s a shuttle that’s going
Kingman’s is open
to be riding back and
to hosting events
“We got the forth,” Thomas said.
and
fundraising
“Well,
actually,
foot-long,
opportunities.
it’s technically a
“We’re trying
limousine that’s runhalf-pound
to coordinate with
back and forth
Black Angus ning
clubs and fraternifrom Orono to Old
hot dog.”
ties and sororities
Town all night long
on campus to do
on Thursday, Friday
formals and pretty
Tim Thomas and Saturday,” he
much anything we Owner of Kingman’s continued. “Starting
can do in here,” he
at 10 [p.m.], it runs
said.
a regular schedule. Every half
Kingman’s has also been hour it’ll be in the Orono public
hosting pong tournaments since parking lot behind Pat’s Pizza,
its opening. In past tournaments, and then here every half hour
prizes like beer-branded gear on the :15 and :45. Before 10,
and TVs have been awarded. you can call it up and get picked
Starting in October, there will up in Old Town or Orono and
be a pong league on Thursdays, brought here.”
which should be a great way to
The Rage Bus’ Facebook
keep your skills sharp.
page describes it as a “thumpOne of the biggest hassles ing party on wheels” and asks,
of going out on the weekend is “[Why] not party on the way to
finding a safe and reliable way the party?”
to get there. Thomas realized
“I got the bus a couple

months ago and just recently
was able to turn it into a
limousine, so now we’re running that back and forth and it’s
two dollars a ride each way,”
Thomas said.
“I’m just trying to bring people down here because I know
it’s an expensive cab ride. It’s
also available during the week
for private rental,” he continued.
With a cheap way to get to
Kingman’s, and great food,
music and fun once you arrive,
potential patrons have few excuses to skip out on the good
time.
There are some promising
shows coming up soon at Kingman’s, including a performance
by Vermont band Twiddle on
Oct. 7, a DJ competition and
other events.
“If there are any live bands
in the area that want to play,
we’re definitely looking for
music,” Thomas said.
Future events can be found
on Kingman’s Facebook page,

LOCAL CAT CRAZY FOR ‘CAMPUS’
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The Nintendo3DS is by no
means a perfect system, however. My biggest complaints
are the battery life is a little
short and the cameras are Godawful. But overall, it’s still a
sexy system. It really is a lot
of fun, whether the 3D visuals
are enabled or not.
Sales on the 3DS were painfully low initially. The system
wasn’t dominating the market
like the original Nintendo DS
did years back. Many think
this is because of the cheap
games on Apple’s iPod touch.
Sorry, but if you play games
on your iPod instead of a Nintendo portable system, you’re
a nerd.
In August 2011, Nintendo
dropped the price of the 3DS
by $80, causing sales to increase a roaring 260 percent.
This ticked a lot of people off
who bought the 3DS for the
original price, so Nintendo
gave them the label “Nintendo
3DS ambassador” and offered
them 20 free original Nintendo Entertainment System and
Gameboy Advance games.
Was it enough? For me,
yes.
But go spend a few minutes
on gaming websites and you’ll
find most are still upset.
I recently became angry
with Nintendo. They just announced an add-on for the
system — a second analog

Open 7 Days a Week
and until 2am on Thursday Nights
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CD Review:

Movie Review:
‘Lion King’

Oh, Sleeper: ‘Children of Fire’

3D recreation of timeless classic recaptures glory

Texas metalheads roar on raging, religious-themed songs

Walt Disney Pictures

By Nicole Begley

For The Maine Campus
The third dimension. It’s the
newest thing in movie-going
technology.
It seems like any new movie
that comes out is available in
3D. This effect makes the action fly right off the screen and
into your lap. Sometimes things
jump out at you, other times the
landscape is given dimension.
Some love it, saying it puts
them right in the action and
makes them feel as if they are
part of the movie. For others,
it’s a headache — not just the
3D of the film, but the glasses
that are commonly cited as an
annoyance.
In the case of “The Lion
King,” the 3D is a colossal success.
Disney is often a significant
part of any childhood and “The
Lion King” is a timeless favorite that continues to entertain
after all these years. Some of
the lucky ones even saw it in
theaters when it came out in
1994.
The fact that it has been recreated to utilize new 3D technology is not only a way to
get today’s youth to see it, but
it allows our generation and
the generations prior — who
watched many a Disney movie
with us — to reminisce about
our childhood and their early
parenthood.
It really was like time travel
to see “The Lion King” in theaters in any capacity. Seeing
it in 3D made the experience
even better. It was my childhood revamped, as I’m sure it
will be for many others.
Watching a childhood classic with today’s technology
makes the audience feel like

The 3D gives the movie dimension; rocks,
grass, trees and the landscape really look
like an African savannah. The fights and
other action all feel so real — as real as
a talking lion and hyena fight can be
children again. Even though we
all know the story inside and
out, the 3D experience doesn’t
ruin an already good thing. It
instead adds to the enchantment.
The 3D gives the movie
dimension; rocks, grass, trees
and the landscape really look
like an African savannah. The
fights and other action all feel
so real — as real as a talking
lion and hyena fight can be.
Certain scenes in particular
were even more spectacular in
3D.
Scar’s song “Be Prepared,”
with all the rock columns, at
different levels, is eye-popping. The two most stunning
parts are the stampede scene
and the fight at the end of the
movie between Scar and Simba. Both look so fantastic that
it is impossible to pick which
is better.
The stampede is heartpounding. It feels like you are
running through the crowd
with Mufasa as he tries to save
Simba. The fall is breathtaking
and when Simba finds Mufasa
dead, some sniffles could be
heard around the theater.
It wasn’t just children.
The fight at the end is like
watching a boxing match from
ringside seats — it actually
produces a bit of an adrenaline
rush.
In general, the film is amazing. The color, depth and score

are all incredible. When the
creators remade the film for
3D theaters, they must have
retouched other aspects of it as
well, because it was better than
ever.
This all sounds cheesy, especially since everyone knows
what turns the plot is going to
take, but that’s what 3D does.
It puts the viewer in the movie, heightening emotions even
when we know the plot and
even more so when the plot is
unknown.
It can be seen as a sign of
respect to remake a film in 3D.
A classic like “The Lion King”,
one that already has such a big
fan following, would be a thrill
for old fans to re-experience
and a delight for the younger
crowd to take in for the first
time.
Hopefully “The Lion King”
won’t be the only classic Disney flick to receive the 3D treatment. “Beauty and the Beast” is
likely coming out in 3D around
Christmas and may soon be followed by many others.
Disney is not only introducing a new generation of children to the classics but bringing them back for the original
fans, and both groups are surely
thankful for it.

Grade: A

‘Modern Family’ wins 4 Emmys,
Sheen wishes ‘Men’ luck
63rd annual primetime award show honors TV’s best
Jane Lynch, most noted for
her role of Sue Sylvester in the
hit Fox show “Glee,” hosted The
2011 Emmy Awards. Keeping
with the theme of Glee, Lynch
and a slew of dancers performed
a musical number to kick off the
evening.
Jason Katims won the writing award for a drama series for
“Friday Night Lights,” a show
that didn’t attract a lot of viewers but was dearly loved by devoted fans. During its five-year
run, the program chronicled
the drama behind a high school
football program in Texas.
In a “how-has-he-not-wonbefore?” moment, famed filmmaker Martin Scorsese won
his first Emmy for directing the
pilot episode of HBO’s “Board-

walk Empire,” which stars Steve
Buscemi and is set in prohibition-era Atlantic City.
Charlie Sheen was in the
building to present the Emmy
for lead actor in a comedy series,
and he surprisingly didn’t say or
do anything insane. Instead, he
wished his old show, “Two and
a Half Men,” the best.
“From the bottom of my
heart, I wish you nothing but the
best for this upcoming season. I
know you will continue to make
great television,” Sheen said.
ABC’s hit show “Modern
Family” swept the first four
awards and “The Daily Show
with Jon Stewart” won the
Emmy for variety, music or
comedy series for the ninth year
in a row.

The award for lead actress in
a comedy series had one of the
most entertaining presentations
of the night. The finalists for
the award, Edie Falco, Tina Fey,
Laura Linney, Amy Poehler,
Martha Plimpton and Melissa
McCarthy rushed the stage and
posed at pageant finalists. The
Emmy went to McCarthy for
her work in CBS’s “Mike and
Molly.”
Several shows may have
been snubbed and others may
have been lucky, but the Emmys
always deliver an entertaining
evening of television that is
about television.
The broadcast of the Emmy
Awards didn’t end by press
time.

Solid State
Pigs” and “Children of Fire”
inspire messages that you are
not alone, while songs like
“Chewing the Stitch” encourCloset metalheads, welage listeners to overcome the
come “Children of Fire” into
bad that has become engraved
your life.
into who they are, with lyrics
For those who have not
like, “We are monsters on our
heard of Oh, Sleeper, they are
own, banded together we’ll
a metalcore band that originatovercome.”
ed in Fort Worth, Texas with
The album “Children of
a sound similar to bands like
Fire” is a clever masterpiece
August Burns Read, Inhale Exof self-reflective awareness.
hale and Norma Jean.
It will rock you to slumber
Solid State Records discovwith the sweetness of melodic
ered this clever group of muvoices, inspiring you to dream
sicians in the summer of 2007
and then shake you awake with
and felt an instant obligation to
violent guitar riffs and screams
sign them. They have released
of brutal awakening, rushing
three albums over the course of
the blood pumping through
five years, all of which depict
your veins.
tales of the battle between God
When you push play, be
and Satan.
ready to face to the reflection
They are devout Christians
of
humanity’s
who know how
disposition starto write intricate
Who is our captain? You can imagine
ing right back at
and wild lyrics
you, fighting to
without coming
Him while lyrics paint a picture of war,
become
someoff as religious
in which you choose to make your own
thing better.
fundamentalists,
grave — abandoning courage like a cowAll emotions
misplacing conreflected
are not
victions through
ard or you let audacity filter through your
typical, but taireligious metaveins, becoming a fearless crew memlored to fit the difphors and shovferent individual
ing Bible verses
ber fighting with the means to believe
questions, desires,
in your face.
These guys are playing mu- about an Israeli family perse- and pleasure of pure, metalcore
sic to ignite the world with a cuted by a terrorist group. The at the most heartfelt and brutal
whole family was killed.
state it’s been in years.
raging fire of awareness.
A 2-year-old girl named
Buy “Children of Fire” and
Their lyrics bring meaning which builds independent, Yael was hiding in the closet you are buying yourself the
thought-provoking questions with her mother, who had her metalcore album of fall.
in each listener’s heart. You hand placed over Yael’s mouth
are placed with a storyline of so no cry would escape to relyrics and end with message of veal their hiding spot, but she
Grade: A
accidently suffocated Yael.
ages.
Tracks like “In The Wake of
“Pry your eyes and behold

By Hillary Nason

For The Maine Campus

Tokyo

from B1
quartet got a well-deserved
standing ovation from all in

our captain. Rally round his
feet. As he controls his captive,
bring him to his knees,” sings
Micah Kinard in the albumopener “Endseekers.”
Who is our captain? You
can imagine Him while lyrics
paint a picture of war, in which
you choose to make your own
grave — abandoning courage
like a coward or you let audacity filter through your veins,
becoming a fearless crew member fighting with the means to
believe.
This song serves to activate
anything you need an attitude
boost in.
“Hush Yael” is one of the
most heart-felt songs the band
has written in their five years.
Based on an attack in Nahariya, Israel in 1979, the story is

attendance. The group came
together in 1969 at the prestigious Juliard School of Music,
so their ability and camaraderie is understandable.
The group’s name may be

misleading, since only two
members have Japanese ancestry, but what is clear is the
emotion that the quartet is able
to evoke has an inexplicable,
unbridled power.
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UMaine club football
drops season opener

Jesse Scardina • Sports Editor

The University of Maine club football team lost its opening game to the Northeast Elite 22-8 Saturday
night.

By Joe Sturzl

For The Maine Campus
On a particularly cool summer
night at Morse Field, the University of Maine club football team fell
22-8 to Northeast Elite of Bronx,
N.Y. in a hard-fought game that
came down to who could take advantage of the opportunities they
were given.
UMaine started slow out of
the gate with little offense, resulting in a blocked punt in the first
quarter, giving the opposition two
opportunities to get quick scores.
Northeast Elite used a series of
quick handoffs to gain yards and
score a touchdown on their first
offensive series. After a miscommunication by UMaine on the ensuing kickoff, Northeast Elite recovered its own kickoff and drove
down for another score, ending
the first quarter with a 13-0 lead.
The second quarter looked
promising for UMaine, as they
attempted to pick up the tempo
themselves. Consecutive penalties and considerable gains gave
UMaine what they needed to
drive the ball down the field. Momentum was building in their favor, as they were able to drive the
ball down to inside the 5-yard line
before throwing an interception

near the goal line. However, the
defense got the ball right back, recording a safety, putting UMaine
on the board and getting the ball
again for another scoring opportunity. But on the drive that followed, another interception was
thrown.
Coach Dan Moriarity attributed these missed opportunities
to the season being young and not
having practiced enough.
“The season just started, we’ve
only been practicing for a week
and a half,” Moriarity said. But
with the defense not giving up
any second quarter points, a 13-2
deficit was not a large one to overcome.
The third was similar to the
first quarter in that Northeast Elite
came out of the gate running, scoring on the first play from scrimmage on an end-around to the
right for a touchdown. This would
be the last time UMaine gave up
points for the rest of the game, as
the defense stepped up.
UMaine recorded a forced
fumble and was able to stop
Northeast Elite’s run game that
had been a thorn in their sides the
first half. UMaine’s offense wasn’t
able to gain much, but was able to
successfully pull off a fake punt,
running for a first down.
UMaine showed off their best

football in the fourth quarter as
they were able to successfully get
their passing game into full swing.
With the offensive line struggling
to block the defensive rush and get
a ground game going, the Black
Bears took to the air and resorted
to quarterback scrambles to gain
yards. This resulted in the first offensive touchdown of the night,
pushing the score to 22-8.
On the kickoff, UMaine tried
an on-side kick, ultimately successful as Northeast Elite kept
passing the ball backwards multiple times before fumbling it back
into the hands of the Black Bears.
However, time would expire
before the Black Bears were able
to drive down the field.
Moriarity mentioned that he
was happy with the team’s effort,
and that the uneven number of
players on the teams was a factor
in the outcome.
“It was a lack of numbers,” he
said. “I don’t feel we were overmatched physically, but they had
more players than we did and
were able to use subs. We got tired
and they were able to give players
rest.
“We had a great fourth quarter
— I am proud of the effort. Nobody quit. That is our team motto
for the rest of the season: Don’t
quit, and don’t give up.”

Alternatives for
viewing while
NBA is locked out
Column
NBA Players’ Union President and Los
Angeles Lakers guard Derek Fisher left
the latest NBA
lockout meetings
telling
fans and media
it would be a
late start to the
By Charlie
season at best.
Merritt
If there is
no NBA this
upcoming winter, we may have to realize there
is more out there than basketball,
football and hockey.
There are some sports so bizarre that it makes you wonder
how it was ever created, but when
we find ourselves holding our remotes at 1 a.m., unable to find the
end of the Golden State WarriorsPortland Trail Blazers game, we
may just have to tune into some
hillbilly hand fishing.
On Aug. 7, a new TV series
called “Hillbilly Handfishin’”
was aired. The show’s star and
best hand fisher is called Skipper
Bivins. Bivins has been “noodling,” a term for catching prey
with hands or feet, since he was
four years old. He told the Huffington Post in late July, “It’s a
skill that is transferable into life.”
The bigger the catch, the better, but where the biggest catfish
lay, there are also cottonmouth
snakes. A spotter is suggested.
The sport may appeal primarily to
men, but women are also encouraged to participate and, according
to Bivins, even have an advantage

of reaching into the tougher holes
with their smaller hands.
But “Hillbilly Handfishin’” is
only scratching the surface.
Some sports may not make it
to our television sets — fortunately, in this case — but a new and
upcoming sport that has received
a surprising amount of media attention is extreme ironing.
That’s right — extreme ironing.
The Extreme Ironing Bureau
describes extreme ironing as “the
latest danger sport that combines
the thrills of an extreme outdoor
activity with the satisfaction of a
well pressed shirt.” It is a simple
concept and all terrain is fair
game, including caves, forests
and waterfalls. There is an annual world championship each
year and the sport has been consistently practiced in the United
States, Japan, Australia and in its
home country of — you guessed
it — England.
The last sport to check out is
one that I feel has some serious
potential. It’s chess boxing. Just
as it sounds, chess boxing is a
combination, of well, chess and
boxing.
The sport originated in Berlin and begins with a 4 minute
round of chess followed by a 3
minute round of boxing. There
are 11 total rounds and someone
can win with either a knockout
or a checkmate. The motto of the
World Chess Boxing Organization is “fighting is done in the
ring and the wars are waged on
the board.”
Hopefully, if Derek Fisher
is right, these sports’ rise will
prompt the end of the NBA lockout.

Paul Perkins • Asst. Photo Editor

Senior defender Will O’Neill and the University of Maine men’s hockey team participated in the blue on blue softball fundraiser.

Fundraising
from B6

“The athletes that joined
us are awesome,” said Abbott.
“They hit our hands when we go
on the ice, they’re there every
game, we know we can count on
them every time.”
Event planners said they hope
to run the event again next year.
“It was the second game,”
Orono Police Capt. Josh Ewing
said. “We had one last spring and
now we’re going to continue to
do it in the fall.”
Capt. Ewing said the game
raises money for a great cause,
and helps students at the university view police without a
uniform, a message the players
shared as well.
“It’s good to get out here and
help out the Special Olympics,”
said O’Neill. “It is important

to build a relationship with the
police officers as well and let
people know that they’re regular
guys who aren’t out to get anyone in trouble.”
Ewing planned the event and
made initial efforts to get the
fundraiser in motion.
“I thought it would be nice
to do some type of benefit as a
way to continue to build this relationship with the university,”
Captain Ewing said. “So that the
community sees us in a different
light and as humans too.”
Captain Ewing and the hockey team decided to raise money
and make it fun. Both sides believe Saturday’s event was a
success and improved upon the
previous event run last spring.
“This was all Josh’s idea,”
said head coach Tim Whitehead.
“If you only see these guys in
uniform you don’t realize that
they are just like you and I — it

Football
from B6

by sophomore running back Dillon Romain.
The Black Bears solved their
running defense woes, allowing
a total of 79 yards on 28 carries,
good for just 2.8 yards per carry.
The Black Bears also controlled
the clock, out-possessing the
Great Danes by 16 1/2 minutes.
After their first score, the
Great Danes tried to surprise
the Black Bears with an onside-kick, but UMaine recovered the ball with excellent field
position. Starting on Albany’s
36-yard line, the Black Bears
punched the ball in less than 3
minutes later with a 2-yard run
by sophomore running back Terrel Walker.
The Great Danes scored once
again on the ensuing drive, this

was great, there was just a great
atmosphere.”
Orono Police jumped on
Black Bears pitcher Spencer
Abbott in the first inning for four
runs, including a three-run homer from Sgt. Scott Scripture.
Abbott settled down after
the first inning and turned in a
strong complete game performance. The Black Bears gained
the lead 5-4 in the third inning as
Mike Cornell blasted a three-run
homer. The Bears’ bats heated
up the rest of the game.
Headed into the top of the
ninth with a 15-12 lead the Black
Bears knocked in 8 runs sparked
by a Brian Flynn rip to center
field that scored in two runs.
Freshman Jake Rutt provided
offensive power for the Black
Bears as he finished with two
homeruns and five RBIs. Joey
Diamond finished a strong allaround performance with a

homerun and three RBIs. Players and fans were impressed
with Diamond’s fielding abilities.
“Joey was really good in the
field,” O’Neill said. “There were
a couple of times that guy was
just a vacuum. He was knocking
everything down”
Diamond said he followed
the lead of one of his hometown
favorites in the field.
“I’m a big Yankees fan, I’m
from New York and a big Derek
Jeter fan,” said Diamond. “I got
to play short today and got to hit
one opposite field.”
Diamond summed the day up
as a great success and a lot of
fun for the players and everyone
else.
“It was a great day with the
athletes here helping us out and
scoring some runs,” Diamond
said. “It was a great day for everyone involved.”

“Let’s make no mistake about it. [Beating
UA] was on the top-five list of things to do
this year when we entered the season.”
Jack Cosgrove
Head coach
University of Maine football
time a 6-yard pass from junior
tailback Drew Smith to senior
full back Justin Peterson. Di Lella came on for the successful
two-point conversion.
Each team exchanged missed
field goals and a couple of punts
to end the quarter and the game
with the Black Bears up 31-15.
In addition to his 202 yards
through the air, Smith gathered
31 yards on the ground to help
the Black Bears come close to
200 yards rushing, finishing
with 197 yards in the trenches.
The UMaine defense stifled
an aerial attack that threw for 334

yards in their first contest against
Colgate University. Against the
Black Bears, Albany amassed
just 264 yards of total offense
with 185 coming through the air.
“Let’s make no mistake about
it,” Cosgrove said. “[Beating Albany] was on the top-five list of
things to do this year when we
entered the season, just because
of what has happened the past
couple of years.”
The Black Bears enter their
bye week before returning home
to start Colonial Athletic Conference play against the University
of Delaware on Oct. 1.

breaking news • e-mail alerts • classifieds
Haley Johnston • Photo Editor

Senior quarterback Warren Smith propelled the University of Maine offense to a 31-15 win over the
University of Albany Saturday.
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UM soccer
Arsenal’s woes are larger than Wegner
drops 2 games
over weekend
Can I Kick It?

Black Bears fall to UMass, Dartmouth

Haley Johnston • Photo Editor

Freshman forward Jordan Pellerin and the University of Maine
women’s soccer team dropped their weekend decision to the University of Massachusetts 1-0.

By Liam Nee

For The Maine Campus
In two lackluster offensive
contests, the University of
Maine women’s soccer team
followed up consecutive wins
with consecutive losses, falling
1-0 to both the University of
Massachusetts and Dartmouth
College.
The Black Bears fall to 33-1 on the season as they enter
America East Conference play.
The University of Maine
women’s soccer team suffered
their second loss of the season
after a 1-0 clash against UMass
last Friday in Amherst.
The Black Bears gave up a
goal in the 87th minute after a
corner kick opportunity from
the Minutemen led to a 20-yard,
point-blank shot from freshman
midfielder Moa Mattsson.
Although both teams were
held scoreless throughout most
of the game, UMass clearly
had more opportunities — outshooting UMaine 18-5 through
90 minutes. Little offense was
generated by the Black Bears,
with senior defender Sady Tobin leading the way with two
shots.

Junior goalkeeper Meagan
Price-Leibenzeder finished the
contest with five saves, but her
record now falls to 3-2-1 on the
season.
The Black Bears hoped to
rebound in the following contest against Dartmouth, but
suffered the same fate as their
prior game, a 1-0 loss.
Dartmouth improved to 2-41 on the season, while the Black
Bears dropped down to .500.
Big Green’s Sophomore
midfielder Marina Moschitto
scored the lone goal, after a
string of passes by sophomore
defender Kelly Brait and senior
midfielder Ally Dutton opened
up the play for the Big Green. It
was the first goal of the season
for the sophomore.
The Black Bears have had
five of their seven contests thus
far end in 1-0 affairs, with the
Black Bears winning the first
three before dropping the two
over the weekend.
The Black Bears begin their
AEC play against Binghamton
University. The Black Bears
loss in an away contest to the
Bearcats by a score of 1-0. The
Sunday game is scheduled for
noon.

Jesse Scardina • Sports Editor

A group of University of Maine field hockey players set up one of
their many penalty corner routines. The Black Bears beat both
Providence College and Michigan State to increase their winning
streak to eight games.

Winning streak
from B6

Black Bear Morgan Brady for
the most assists in a season,
and gave her 39 for her career,
tying her with Annie Elkanich,
who recorded the same amount
from 1993-97, for most assists
in a career.
Senior midfielder Courtney
Glynn would round off the
scoring for the Black Bears

with her third goal of the season.
The Black Bears buckled
down in the second half, allowing just one Spartan shot in
the final 35 minutes.
The Black Bears finish up
their road trip with back-toback games Saturday and Sunday against Lehigh University
in Hamden, Conn. and Quinnipiac University. Saturday’s
game is scheduled for 1 p.m.
while Sunday has a noon start.

Crossword
Solution

With the first stage of the
Champions League having started last week, and with little time
to dissect the weekend English
Premier League fixtures, it was
certain
that
you would be
reading about
the trials and
tribulations of
Europe’s best.
But that was
before Arsenal
hit a new low
Saturday.
At first, I
By Jesse
wasn’t exactly
Scardina
sure if the outcome was real.
It was a 7:30 a.m. game against
Blackburn Rovers — whose fans
hosted a parade before the game
to call for the firing of manager
Steve Kean — and no matter
what you did the night before, it’s
difficult to get up at 7:30 and be
coherent enough to analyze a soccer game.
Regardless, I got the sand out
of the corners of my eyes in time
to see Arsenal’s Gervinho put one
in 10 minutes deep, and figured
I could probably relax — this
should be a match the Gunners
take with ease.
As I was fading back to sleep, I
witnessed Blackburn tie the score
25 minutes in, when Everton castoff Yakubu had a nifty little outside-of-the-foot touch past Arsenal keeper Wojciech Szczesny.
Still, Arsenal fired back in the
34th minute when fellow newcomer Mikel Arteta scored his

first goal for Arsenal but season’s
second against Blackburn — the
first coming when he was still a
member of Everton.
As Arteta put the Gunners
back into the lead, I slowly drifted
back to sleep while halftime crept
closer, convinced Arsenal had
wrapped things up.
After a little tossing and turning, I slightly opened my eyes,
squinted at the television, and saw
what appeared to be a score line
reading 3-2 before falling back to
a soft sleep.
Once again I awoke, only to
see the score now read 4-3. I shut
my eyes again, casting off both
sequences as dreams.
It wasn’t until around noon that
I had the realization that maybe I
should go and check the outcome
of the game, just to confirm my
suspicion and I wouldn’t have
believed what I read if I hadn’t already seen it with my own eyes.
The Rovers came back twice
to defeat the Gunners, assisted by
two Arsenal own goals.
I don’t know what’s worse
for Arsenal fans: losing 8-2 to
Manchester United, or losing 43 when you outscore your opponent 5-2.
Arsenal remains susceptible
to set pieces, and it was on two
free kicks that Blackburn took the
lead. The first own goal came off
a free kick when Blackburn’s Ruben Rochina’s delivery deflected
off of Alex Song’s knee and into
the net.
The goal that gave Blackburn
the lead game was off a corner,
with Yakubu redirecting the ball
past Szczesny.
The second own goal came 9

WANTED:
A partner in crime for this man.

Design his section, Sports, for the
award-winning Maine Campus

minutes after Blackburn gained
the lead, with Arsenal defender
Laurent Koscielny deflecting the
ball back into his net. Arsenal
grabbed a late goal by Marouane
Chamakh.
New Arsenal defender Per
Mertesacker had a chance to tie
it in extra-time, but his header
sailed over the net from a few
yards out.
It was believed that the signing of Mertesacker would prove
to resolve one of Arsenal’s biggest woes: their play out of the
backs. But forgotten in light of his
69 caps for Germany at the young
age of 26 is the fact that as the
premier defender for the porous
Germen club Werder Bremen,
Mertesacker and his backline let
in 61 goals — fourth-most in the
Bundesliga — while finishing
just five points ahead of the relegation zone.
Arsenal has clearly replaced
Liverpool as the top-flight club
that’s having significant problems
this season, with fear of the Gunners falling into the relegation
zone early on a lá Liverpool a
year ago.
Unfortunately for Arsenal, the
way Liverpool finally dug themselves out of their hole was by
blowing things up. Ownership
changed hands, the manager was
fired and the majority of the starting 11 and bench players were
exchanged for a new regime’s
choices.
However, Liverpool castoff Roy Hodgson is not Arsene
Wenger. Wenger’s been in the
driver’s seat at Arsenal since
1996. He gave them and the soccer world the Invincibles. If it

weren’t for Sir Alex Ferguson,
Wenger would be the most revered manager in the Premier
League. It isn’t as simple as just
running him out of the Emirates.
Still, Wenger’s philosophies
just don’t work in modern football. He can’t go along plucking
young, unseen talent at little cost
and nurturing it until it becomes a
Cesc Fabregas or Thierry Henry.
By the time his young’uns become grown, one of the oil money or Russian money clubs will
come knocking with an offer they
can’t refuse.
That’s why Wenger needs to
call it quits with Arsenal, no matter how much it would pain him
to do so. Now is the perfect time,
as there should be an ideal job for
him to take in place of Arsenal
— the England national team.
It might be problematic that
they still have a coach, as Fabio
Capello is still in charge of the
Three Lions. However, my proposal would have Capello take on
Arsenal, as he appears very bored
with a national team that needs
new life in its manager, similar
to the revival it’s receiving in onfield talent.
That budding talent is perfect
for the aforementioned Wenger,
who can use his great skills of
honing a young England squad
through the European Championship next year, and into the 2014
World Cup.
There may now be dark days
ahead for Wenger, but if he were
to bring the World Cup back to
England, he’d have more than
just South London preaching, “In
Arsene We Trust.”
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Scoreboard

UM soccer loses 2
heartbreakers
Drops 1-0 decisions to UMass
and Dartmouth College

Women’s soccer (Fri.) 1 0 UMass
Field hockey (Fri.) 5 0 Providence
Football (Sat.) 31 15 Albany

Field hockey (Sat.) 4 1
Women’s soccer (Sun..) 1 0
Red Sox (Sun.) 8 5

Michigan State
Dartmouth
Rays

“We all look forward to the game and there was a great turnout.”

London: We have
a problem
Arsenal is falling fast in the
English Premier League

UMaine men’s hockey senior forward Spencer Abbott
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Black Bears down Great Danes UM field hockey
UMaine football topples Albany; improves to 2-1 heading into bye week
By Jesse Scardina
Sports Editor

Before the most recent University of Maine football game
against the University of Albany, Head Coach Jack Cosgrove
brought up a fact that has been
bothering him for over a year.
“We haven’t scored on Albany in the last six quarters,”
Cosgrove said.
It didn’t take long for the
Black Bears to change that, ultimately halting a two-year losing streak to the Great Danes in
convincing fashion, 31-15.
The Black Bears drove down
the field on four plays, covering
87 yards in just a minute and 38
seconds, was capped off by a 33yard run by senior running back
Pushaun brown.

Brown finished the game
with 125 rushing yards, eclipsing the century mark for the second time this season.
On the following drive for
the Great Danes, it appeared as
though Albany had the opportunity to tie the score. After a
pump fake by senior quarterback
Dan Di Lella froze the UMaine
defense, Di Lella fired the ball
downfield to a wide-open freshman wide receiver Cole King,
who proceeded to juggle the
pass for an incompletion. It
proved costly, as junior defensive back Darlos James picked
off Di Lella’s next throw.
The Black Bears couldn’t
take advantage of the turnover
and the Great Danes came back
threatening. On a third-and-one,
senior defensive back Trevor

Coston halted Albany, forcing
the punt.
The Black Bears doubled
their lead early in the second
quarter when senior quarterback
Warren Smith found sophomore
tight end Justin Perillo, who
scampered into the end zone
from 7 yards out, dragging three
Great Danes along with him.
After regaining possession
late in the first half, the Black
Bears added a third score. Smith
completed his second touchdown pass of the night, this time
a 14-yard completion to junior
wide receiver Maurice McDonald, giving the Paterson, N.J.
native his second score of the
season.
Smith completed the first
half with 131 yards, finishing
the game with 202 yards and

two touchdowns. It was his
third consectuvie game without a turnover. The Black Bears
outgained Albany 280-78 in the
first half, with the Great Danes
gaining just four first downs.
The Black Bears continued
the shutout bid into the fourth
quarter, taking a 24-0 lead in the
third off of a 27-yard field goal
by senior place-kicker Brian
Harvey. The 15-play drive took
nearly half of the third quarter to
complete, sucking away time the
Great Danes needed to mount a
comeback.
Albany found their way
to the scoreboard early in the
fourth quarter when they drove
80 yards down the field in nine
plays, ending with a 1-yard run

keeps the
ball rolling

Black Bears move win streak to 8

See Football on B4

Jesse Scardina • Sports Editor

Sophomore forward Alexa Binnendijk scored once over the weekend in the University of Maine field hockey’s 5-0 victory of Providence College. The Black Bears are 8-1 on the season.

Staff Report

Haley Johnston • Photo Editor

The Black Bears halted a two-year losing streak to the University of Albany and move to 2-1 on the season.

Blue vs. Blue softball game
results in a win for everyone
UMaine men’s hockey and Orono police put on 2nd fundraiser this year
By Matthew Soucy
Staff Reporter

The University of Maine
Maine men’s hockey team left
the ice behind them on Saturday
and headed to Kessock Softball
Field to face the Orono Police
Department in the second Blue
on Blue Softball game of the
year.
The Black Bears recovered
from a slow start and rallied late,

scoring 8 runs in the ninth inning
in route to a 23-13 victory.
The win moved the Black
Bears streak against Orono Police to two wins, though the
game is less important than the
purpose of the event.
“It’s fun to come out here as
a team,” senior defender Will
O’Neill said. “It is a good cause
and the game is good for the
kids.”
All proceeds from conces-

sions, raffles, and individual
donations at the game benefit
Special Olympics Maine.
“We all look forward to the
game and there was a great turnout,” senior forward Spencer
Abbott said. “We love helping
out the Special Olympics and
it is great to get the community
involved with it. If I were still
around next year I would love to
do it again.”
Saturday marked the follow-

up game to last spring’s matchup
in which the Black Bears rallied
for victory as well.
Competitors in the Maine
Special Olympics joined the
players and officers on each
team. These athletes enjoyed
spending time with some of their
favorite players who they watch
all season — something the team
enjoyed as much as the athletes.
See Fundraising on B4

In the midst of a six-game
road trip, the University of
Maine field hockey team continued their hot streak, increasing their win-streak to eight
games after defeating Providence College and Michigan
State over the weekend.
The No. 21-ranked Black
Bears improved to 8-1, and
will most likely jump into the
top-20 this week after two deserving victories.
The Black Bears’ weekend started against the Friars,
with the Black Bears trouncing
Providence 5-0 on senior forward Kelly Newton’s recordbreaking day.
Newton didn’t waste much
time, giving the Black Bears
the lead just over 10 minutes
into the half. The goal was
Newton’s 48th of her college
career, surpassing UMaine
alum Janet Hoskin for the most
goals in UMaine field hockey
history.
Newton helped on the second goal, setting up sophomore
forward Alexa Binnendijk off
of a corner for her fifth goal of
the season, doubling the Black
Bears’ lead.
Newton had a hand in the
third goal as well, taking a
long rebound 4 minutes into
the second half and firing it
past senior goalie Shannon
DiStefano.
Senior midfielder Jocelyn
Mitchell inched closer to the

100 career-point mark after
putting in the Black Bears’
fourth goal midway through
the second half after a nice
baseline pass from Newton.
The Black Bears captain
continued to play a part in every goal, scoring the fifth herself, giving her a hat trick and
two assists for the day, as the
Black Bears outshot the Friars
24-8 and held an 11-2 advantage on corners.
The Black Bears followed
up Friday’s trouncing with a
come-from-behind win against
the Spartans.
Less than 6 minutes in,
Michigan State senior back
Angie Lucik deflected a shot
by junior forward Chelsy Coil
past senior goalie Brittany
Fleck for the early lead.
The score stayed at 1-0 for
the majority of the first half,
until UMaine drew a penalty
stroke, on which senior back
Lelia Sacré tied the score.
Sacré would double her
money 10 minutes into the second half, off a corner, one of
eight in the day for UMaine.
Less than 10 minutes later,
the Black Bears took a 3-1 lead
when senior midfielder Stephanie Gardiner notched her 10th
goal of the season off of Newton’s second assist.
Newton continued to rewrite the field hockey record
books, as her 15th assist on
the season tied her with former
See Winning streak on B5
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The Black Bear Attack Adventure Race was held at the New Balance Student Recreation & Fitness Center on Sunday. Students went through various obstacles on the 3.5-mile course.

